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Preface

This manual describes che capabilicies and editions vere done primarily by James Frane , MaryAnn

usage of che BMDP computer programs . These programs Mill and W.J. Dixon . This procese vas simpLified by

provide a wide varfety of analytic capabilicies that che expert edicing provided by Morton Brown vho

range free plots and simple data description co edited the previous edicion.
advanced statistical techniques . The first chapter This revision could noc have been completed
outlines the organízation of the manual and suggcsts withouc che support of many BMDP staff members. In
how to use i t. addition Co those mentioned elsewhere ve vish to

This edition differs i n many respects from acknovledge che aasiscance of Noel luheeler, and
earlier editions ; therefore ve recommend chal you Linda Moody.
read Chapter One even if you are familiar with che Ellen Sommers tested and cer.ested che programa
previous editions. co document bou che options vork and prepared che

The first BMD Biomedical . Computer Programs examples in chis manual.
manual appeared In 1961, and vas folloved by Throughout Janice Cammell provided expert
numeraus editions . Each new edicion included new technical editing, improved phrasing, organízation
programa víth improved feacures , novel statiscical and attentíon to detail. Ching Liu and Avis williams
techniques and more robusc statistical algorithms . expertly typed che many drafts of che manuscript and
In 1968 ve began Co develop the English- based prepared che camera- ready copy. The text in chis
Control Language used vish Che B1DP programs manual vas produced vish che aid of a text-editing
described in chis manual . This method of specifying program produced by che CltnLcal Evaluation Unit of
ínstructions is more flexible Chan che fixed format Che Brencwood Vecerans Adminiscrac ion Medical
used in che BMD programs . In addition , repeated Center. Layout vas done by Barbara Widawskf.
analyses of Che same daca, or similar analyses of Appendix D concains information on ordering che
multiple sets of data , can be done by stating a programa and che com ? uters on which they -are
mínimum number of Control Language instructions . available . Although che programa have been under

In chis edicion ve attempt co incegrate an test and development for some time ve knov
extensive discussion of mosc program features vish diffícultíes may avise in theír use; Chese
examples oí hoy they are used. There are numerous difficulties should be reported co us as described
input / outpuc examples , many of which are annotated . In Appendix D. Your comments and critícisas about
Our emphasis Lo on che use of che stacisclcal che programa and chis manual vill also be
techniques and noc on che numerical results obtained appreciaced.
-- therefore ve explaín che cerms used in che In che fírsc edítion of Che manual 26 programa
resulta , but do noc repeat che numerícal ansvers in vere described . The 1979 edítion concained 36. This
che discussion of che results . edition concains 42 programs . The development of new

The manual la vritten for new users of computen programo and revision of previously released
programa as vell as for experienced statiscicfans . programs is an ongoing project . New apcions are
Chapter One gives en oucline of che entíre manual continually beíng added . che new programs in chis
and a Cuide co its use . Chapter Two describes Che manual are:
scope of analycical techniques available, basic
terminology and a short descriptfon of each program . BMDP4F - Two -vay and Multivay Frequency Table
In ehapters four through seven ve discuss che Analysis - inciudes all of che essential
specifications common co many programs and explain feacures of che older 3NDPIF , 8.`(DPZF, and
how they are specified in Control Language . Chapcers Bi DP3F programs and adds new features for
eight chrough tventy are devoced Co che individual screening log-linear models. Models can be
programs . The programs are discussed in relation to selected In a stepwise manner. Structural
che analyses they perfore . Each program is zeros are pecmicted for boch tvo -vay and
extensively illustraced by annocated input / outpuc multiway cables. Cells oc scraca whose
examples . Difficult formulas and computacional frequencíes deviate from che expecced
algorithms are provided In an appendix . frequencies under a proposed model can be

New chapters are written by che designaCed idencified i n a stepwise manner.
auchors. Revisions of material appearing in previous
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BMDP2L - Cox Models for Survival Analysis - analyzes A case has a score of one if Le has a
Cox style proportional hazards survival positive response for any of the variables
analysis models with covariaces . There can dominant in che factor (those not having
be both time-independent and time- dependent zero loadíngs ) and zero ocherwise. The
covariaces . Hodels can be selected la a program has been found useful in
stepwise manner by either exact maximua serological and other studies.
likelihood or by an efficient approximation
using parcial derivatives . Several plots BMDP9M - Linear Seores from Preference Pairs -
can be selected co aceompany che results . constructs for each case a score thac is a

linear combinatíon of the variables where
BMDPIT - Spectral Analysis - performs spectral the coefftciencs are based en che judgments

analysis . Control Language ls a series of (preferentes ) of experta . The expert
brief commands to allow easy Lnteractive compares cases two at a time, stating vhich
use. Features include estimation of of che pair he prefers. The analysis
spectral densities, coherentes , variable veighcs che observed variables te best
va. time plots, lagged starter plots, and replícate the preferente of the judge
complex demodulation plots. Attencion Ls (vhatever subjective or objective
given to missing values, removal of information he may use ). The expert need
seasonal means and linear trends and the not judge all possible pairs of cases.
use of several kinds of filters.

The score I s determined in a stepwise
BMDP2T - Interactive Box-Jenkíns Analysis, Including manner veigliting che variables by their

Transfer Functions - deals vith a general Lmportance to che expert . Preferences from
casss of time series models that i ncludes more than one expert can be analyzed.
ARMA, inrervention , and transfer function
componente . For the ARIMA component, Lt
allows any number of autoregressive and
moving -average factocs and each factor may

Other New Features �jhave any number of paramecers of any order
of lags. Intervention and transfer function
components also have dynamie structure Other modules added since the 1977 edition are:

similar to the ARIMA components. Ptots
B`tDPI?1 - K-means Cluster Analysisinclude i ndividual and multiple time
E;tDPLR - Scepwise Logiscic Regressionseries, autocorrelacíon , parcial

sutocorrelation and cross correlation B,1DP8V - Mixed-model Anova, Equal Cell Sízes

functions. Control Language Ls designed for Importanc modifications have beca malle co severalinteractíve and batch use. Outpuc is
adjusted to the width of a computer programa:

terminal and can be performed i n a series
of acepe guided by che user . BMDPID - Option for file sorting

BMDPID - Option for stem and leaf display

BMDP4V - Univariate and Multivariate Analysis of Bi1DP3D - Robuse option for t statistics

Variante and Covarianee, Includíng Repeated BHDP6D - Mulciple pairs of variables in bivariate

Measures and Cell Weighcs expands che plots permítted

analysis of variante capabilities of che BMDP7D - Capacicy co handle more groups in side-b;•

older BMDP2V. (Ir vas originally developed -side histograms , plot of cell means vs.

as URNAS, che University of Rochester standard deviations

Weighted ANOVA System.) Some of its new BMDP8D - Completely rewritten with a much more

features include Creenhouse -Ceisser and efficíent algorithm for computing

Huynh-Feldt adjustments to che univariate correlatlons from incomplete daca _
approach co repeated measures ; univariate BMDP2M Option for single linkage and related case

and multívariace approaches to repeated clustering

measures ; covariaces for boch fixed effects BMDPAM - Maximum likelihood estimation of covarianee

and repeated measures; user defined cell matrices from incomplece data, display of

weights ( cell importante ) for hypotheses partero of occurrence of missing values

tested; interactive analysis of submodels ; afcer clustering partera of missingness by
roes and colrmnsand orthogonalization of effects under user

control in order to yield various types of RMOP3R - Specification of function and derivacives

suma of squares for unbalanced designs. for nonlinear regression through EIDP
Control Language racher than FORTRAN

BMDP8M - Boolean (Binary Data ) Factor Analysis - BFIDPAR - Specification of function for derivati`e-

perforas a factor analysis of dichotomous free nonlinear regression through 6.1DP

(binary) data . The analysis in chis program
Control Language racher than FORTRAN,

differs from that of classical factor modifications co permic pharaacokinetic
models defined by differencial equations

analysis (see P4H) based on btnary data gMDP2V - Cell mean vs. cell standard deviation plot,
evenn though the goal and model
(symbotically) appear similar. The goal is

Creenhouse- Ceisser and Huynh-Feldt

co express p variables by a factors viere m
adjustments te degrees of freedom for

is considerably smaller than p. repeated Measures

The arithmetic used in the matrix
multiplication is Boolean, so che scores
and loadings are binary.
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Features added to all BMDP modules i nclude : Ph.D. chasis, which provides che algorithm for the
derivative- free nonlinear regression. He Ls

- Character handling through che cransformation currently involved in planning m.iny ochar programs.
processor , e.g., conversion of alphabetic codes to Jim Frane made significant concributions in che
numeric codeo area of multivariate analysis. He designed and

- Easier specification of cacegory codes and mees programmed several of che analyses at a level that
- Free- format data reader makes che programs more accessible co the usar; he
- Fortran variable formal daca reading replaced by Ls now supervisor of applications programming and is
conversion within BMDP of card i mages co numbers deeply involved in making improvemenr. s and program
for enhanced diagnoscics and permicting blanks as testing.
missing value codes for all computer systems Alan Hopkins developed che life cable programs.

- Codebook í nterpretation of input format Horton Brown developed che frequency tabla
- Dynamic scorage mechanism to allow easy programs , and John Hartigan (of Yale Universicy)

specificacion of very larga analyses contribuced greatly in che area of cluster analysis.
- CPU usage report, date and time repoct Ochar staff members , such as Al Forsythe, Ray
- Increased control over output, e.g., for Mickey and Jerry Toporek made significant

interactive execucion concríbutions to many of che programs.
- Output of data filas in binary, F, and G format Many statisticians have made concributions and
- Printing of problem tiCle at top of each paga suggestions for developíng che programs: R.L.
- Improved data printing Anderson in regression and analysis of variante,
- Specification of certain special characters in Virginia Clark and Robert Elashoff in survival

variable narres without che peed for enclosing them analysis, Robert Ling in che mechod of pictorially
In aposcrophes , e.g., che use of underscore allows representing a matrix , and John Tukey in daca
easier interface viCh SAS analysis. Valuable comments have been received from

- Enhanced portability, especially for CDC and 16 David Andrews, Petar Claringbold, Cuthbert Daniel,
bit machines Charles Dunnett, Janet Elashoff, Ivor Francis,

George Furníval, Don Guthrie, Henry Kaiser, Sir
Maurice Kendall, H.L. Lucas, John Nelder, Shayle

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS Searle, Frank Sctct, Max Woodbury, Karen Yuen, and
Coralee Yale. This lisc i s incomplete. Many

It is ímpossible to properly credic all who have statisticians have visitad che Department of
contribuced to che development of [hese programs. Biomathematics , and/or have discussed che programs
Each program goas Chrough many stages from che vith us at conferences . Even che list of referentes,
inicial planning co che final release for Ls, of necessity, incompleta.
discribution. In chis manual ve list as author (s), Tony Thrall, Lon-Mu Liu and Laszlo Engelman
where possible , che person ( s) who vas most developed the time series programs receiving helpful
instrumental in Che development of che program . comments from John Tukey, David Brillinger, Petar
Generally Chis person showed originalicy in che Bloomfield, George Box and George Tíao.
design of che program and aleo contribuced to che During che past three years NIH provided us with
statistlcal methodology required for che analytic an Advisory Committee chal considered direccíons for
technique. At che end of each program we narre che our research making suggestions for Lmprovements in
designar and prograemer . But these credits do noc, numerical methods , program design and standards,
and cannot , fully cover che concributions of our statistical techniques, exchange of information vich
staff. statisticians and che scacistical computing

Laszlo Engelman designed che basic Eramework of community.
Che 3MDP programs, such as che Control l.anguage used BMDP has benefited from che work of many
co specify instructions, che methods used for conversion cantero thar have cuscomized BMDP for use
transformacions and che mechod of saving daca and on a variety of. computer systems. For a complete
results between analyses (che BMDP ( Save ) Fila). He list of systems contact B?1DP at (213) 825-5940. Some
also programmed many of che subroutines common co of che many who have been responsible for
all programs and several of che B&`1DP analyses. For conversíons include Rachel Countryman (Burroughs),
many years he vas supervisor of applications Eli Cohen (CDC 6000, Cyber), Michael Hatzek (DEC
programming and supervisad the development of many 10/20), Gary Anderson (HP 3000), M.H. Barritt (LCL
of che programs . 2900), James Krupp (PDP-11), Rob Charlton (Prime),

Robert Jennrich proposed and designed many of che Malte Sund (Siemens), Robert Byers (Univac 70/90),
programs i n regression analysis, analysis of Ann Coleman (Univac 1100), Bernie Ryan (VAX), Randal
variance and discriminant analysis. He made Leavict (Xerox), Lois Secrist (Perkin-Elmer ), Aenea
significant concributions in nonlinear regression Reid (Honeywell 66), H. Koll (Telefunken), and W.
( P3R), factor analysis (P411) and che analysis of Haase (.110DCOMP Classic).
variance (P2V and P3V). He supervisad Mary Ralston's W. J. Dixon
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1
INTRODUCTION

The &MDP computer programs are designed co aid complexicy , and some numbers do not appear.
daca analysis by providing methods ranging from For example, che program " Simple Daca
simple data display and description to advanced Description " is labelled P1D lince it is che first
statistical techníques . Data are usually analyzed by program in che Descriptiva series, and "Nonlinear
an iterative "examine and modify " series of steps. Regression " is labelled P3R as che third program in
First che data are examinad for unreasonable values, the Regression series. Since programs in chis manual
graphically and numerically . If unreasonable values are described by concent, "Multivariate Regression"
are found chey are checked and, if possible , ( P6R) is explained in che chapter on Multivariate
correcced . An analysis i s then performed. This Analysis vith programs from che M- series.
analysis may identify other inconsistent Nev programs are continually beíng developed and
observations or indicare that further analyses are released . The first edition of che BMDP manual
needed . Th e BMDP programs are designed to handle all (Dixon, 1975 ) contained 26 programo, che 1979
steps in an analysis , from che simple co che edition thirty-six. Nev in chis manual are:
sophisticated.

The &MDP programs are organizad so che problem to PGF -- Frequency Tablas -- Tvo-vay and Multiway
be analyzed,' che variables to be used in the This program replaces P1F, P2F and P3F and
analysis , and che layout of che data are specified expands che capability for analyzing
in a uniform manner for all programs . This permits concingency cables
different analyses of che sama data víth only minor P2L -- Survival Analysis vich Covariates --
changas in the instructions . Cox models

This manual is arranged by che type of analysis P8M -- Boolean Factor Analysis
appropriate to che data . Included are chapters on P9M -- Linear Scores for Preferente Pairs
data description and screeníng , plotting , frequency P1T -- Univariate and Bivariace Spectral Analysis
cables , regression , analysis of variante , P27 - Box-Jenkins Time Series Analysis
multivariate analysis , etc. Each chapter describes P4V General Univariate and Multivariate
che programs that are available to do a specific Analysis of Variante , Including Cell
type of analysis . In the i ntroduction to each Geights and Repeated Measures
chapter the programs are described and contrasted
vith each ocher to índicace which is preferred for a In addition, all programs are reviewed and
specific analysis . Programs in ocher chapters are revised in response to suggestíons from users, to
cross - referenced if chey provide a similar funccion. i mprove efficíency or to correct errors. For

Th e programs are loosely classified inco series : example:

D: data description - P3D (t tests ) has been expanded to give crimmed t
F: frequency cables scatistics and Levene's test for equalicy of
R: regression analysis variantes
V: analysis of variante - P7D nov plots an escimate of che cell standard
M: multivariate analysis deviation vs. the cell mean and also plots che logs
L: life cables and survival analysis of each cell stacíscic . The slope of che regression
S: special ( miscellaneous ) líne for che second ploc is used to determine a
T: time series transformacion for scabilizing variantes

P8D (Missing Value Correlation) has been
Many programs cross boundaries betveen tvo series. revritten to include a much more efficient algorithm
For example , multivariate regression be longs to both - PAM (Description and Estimation of Missing
che multivariate ( M) and regression ( R) series. Values ) has be en expanded to include che maximum

Each program is identified by a chree -character likelihood mechod of escimacing covariance and
code ; che first i s P (from BMDP ) and che last is che correlacion matrices from incomplete data
series classification . The middle character is - P2V ( Repeated Measures ANOVA) now includes che
assigned when the programming be gins; i t can be 1-9 Creenhousé-Geisser and Huynh - Feldc adjustments to
or a lecter . Th e order does not índicace increasing degrees of freedom.
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1 Infroduction

In addition , diagnostic messages for daca reading instrucrions and results are labelled Example and
-

have been enhanced and free - formacted data reading Oucput respectively and are identified by che last
is nov available . tu* characters of che program name and a sequence

Mejor changos in che programa and novel vaya to number vithín the program, e.g., 2R.3 denotes che
use them are documentad in che nevsletter , BMDP• third example for BMDP2R. Numbers in circles ( e.g.,
Communications . Articles from BMDP Communications O

o. ...) are used to annocace che results; che
that describe vaya co use che programa are reprinted numbers on che outpuc correspond co circled numbers
in Appendix C. in the legend or che text.

This manual describes che currenc status of the A líst of program options follovs the examples)
programa . Since your faeility may have en earlier vith page references to where they are discussed.
version of che programa , ve have included notes in Each option is described ; exam les are
che manual regardtng changos airare our November 1978 many of them .

P provided for

release. Note thac each BMDP program prints a date The &MDP programo can analyze large amounts of
In che upper left comer of che first paga of the data . Near che and of each program description a -
oucput • scatement is made of the largest problem che program

An abbreviaced manual , che BMDP User's Digesc and can analyze vithout modification . A more detailed
a B1WP Control Language Pocket Cuide are available • formula for determining che sine of problem che
See Appendix D. program can analyze i s given in Appendix B. If your

problem exceeds che limic , Appendix 8 also contains
a description of che changes needed co analyze

1.1 A GUIDE TO THIS MANUAL larger problema.
The last section.in che program description

inUCducto ry Material (Chaplers 1 through 3 ) $toces che formulas and algorithms chat are

Th e acope of che statistical analyses provided by
described in greacer detall i n Appendix A. The more

the BMDP programa is discussed in Chapter 2. Section
difficult formulas and computacional procedures are

2.1 introduces terma used throughout chis manual and
collecced in che appendix.

describes analytical features available in more chau Each program concludes vith a summary. The
summary consists of a Cable thac describes che &MDP

ene program . The acope of che possible analyses with instrucrions used in che
ehe BMDP programa la outlined in Section 2.2. program, and Provides short

For readera vho are using a computer for che
definitions and paga references co explanations of
the pr

first time , Chapter 3 gives annocated examples of
ogram options. These cables ca n be usad as

simple analyses , describes hoy co organice your data
indexes co che program descriptions.

sheeta ( research foros ), and describes the layout
(foroat ) of your data . Useful Aids

An índex to che manual Ls included in che last
Features Common to Alt BMDP Programa ( Chapters 4 through 7) fev pages.

On che inside front cover the programa are listad
Chapter 4 describes che English - based BMDP by their ehree - characcer identification codea; page -

instruccion language used to describe che data and referentes are given to program descriptions and
specify che analysis . The terminology and notation summaries.
usad throughout chis manual are defined here. ve On che inside back cover che Control Language
recommend cha[ you read che definitions in Section Common to all programs (and described in Chapters
4.1 even Lf you are familiar vith che BMDP programs . 4-7) is presenced i n summary form . Opposite the --
The 31DP instrucrions used to describe che data and inside back cover, space is left for you co fill in
variables are presented in Chapter S. The che instrucrions necessary to begin an analysis ora
free - forma[ data reader described in Chapter 5 Ls your computer ( see Chapters 4-7).

evailable in all programs except P4D . Methods of
transforming and editing data are treated in Chapter Where to Sta rt Reading6. Since am analysis ofcen requires multiple sceps,
che data or resulta from one program can be saved in
a BMDP ( Save ) Pila (Chapter 7) and then usad in

If you are using computers for the first cine, ve

other programs . The use of a 81IDP Pile eliminates recommend [hat you orear ch Chapter 3. Then real

having co repeat the description of your daca . Chapters 4 and 5 for a deacription of che Control
Language. Arad finally , try one of che programs in
Chapters 8, 9 or 10.

Program Descriptions ( Chapters 8 through 20) If you are not familiar vith che &MDP prograas,
but have previously usad a computer, ve recommend

Chapters 8 through 20 describe methods of that you read Chapter 2 (Section 2.1 and 2 . 2) for en
analysis and Che programs available to perforen them . overviev of che programs and Chapters 4 and 5 for a
Each chapcer begins vith an introduction describing description of che Control Language before turning
alcernate methods and programs. Th is is folloved by to che specific analysis you vant to do. -
decailed descriptions of each program . ( The teatures If you are already familiar vith che BMDP
described i n Chapters 4 through 7 are noc repeated ). programs , buc not vith chis manual, ve recommend

Each program description begins vith a short thac you skim Chapcer 4. If you are already familiar
abstracc and a list of che examples and ocher vith che program co be used, cura co the summary for
options 6 features . Th is is folloved by one or more che program (see che list of programs inside che
examples that illustrate che simples [ oc most common fronc cover ); othervise you can either Cura co che
usage of the program . Each example consista of che chapcer describing the type of analysis chac you
BMDP instrucrions thac are required by che program vant co do, or co Chapter •2 for ao overviev of all
and che resulta produced by che program . The che programs. --
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2
DATA ANALYSIS

Using the BMDP Programs

INTRODUCTION Missing values 9
Regcession 9

The meaning of "daca analysis" is different for Nonlinear regression 10
each of us, depending on our level of statistical Analysis of varíance and covariance 10
training. Techniques used in data analysis vary from Nonparametric statistics 11
the simplest display of data in a histogram or a Cluster analysis 11
plot and che calculation of statistics (such as che Mulcivaríate analysis (factor analysis, 11
mean and standard deviacion) to advanced mechods of canonícal correlation, parcial correlation,
multivariate analysis. To some , daca analysis multivariate regression, discriminant
ínvolves a single display or set of compucacions; co analysis and preferente pairs)
ochers it involves a sequence of steps, detecting Survival analysis 13
che presente of outliers and inconsistencies, Time series 13
ensuring that assumptions necessary to che analysis
are met , etc. Each step may suggest further
analyses.

The BMDP programs provide eany analytical
capaba).ities -- from elementary to advanced. In chis Chapter Organization Program Labeis
chapter ve describe features that are available in
more than one program and oucline che acope oí 8. Data descripcion 1D, 2D, 4D
available analytical techniques. 9. Data in groups 3D, 7D, 9D

10. Plots and histograma 5D, 6D
11. Frequency tables 47

WHERETOFINOIT 12. Missing values 8D, AM
page 13. Regression IR, 2R, 9R, 4R, 5R

2.1 Basic Terminology for Common Feacures 3 14. Nonlinear regression and
and Statistics maximum likelihood 3R, AR, LR

15. Analysis of varíance and

Data and acceptable values 4 covariance W. 2V, 3V, 4V, 8V
Cases-used vhen some values are unacceptable 4 16. Nonparametric analysis 3S

(missing ) 17. Cluster analysis 1M, 24, 3M, NM
Transformations and selecting subpopulations 4 18. Multivariate analysis 4M, 6M, 6R, 7M, SM, 9M

for analysis 19. Survival analysis 1L, 21.
Hov to define subpopulations or groups 4 20. Time series iT, 2T
Univariace statistics 4
Covariances and correlatíons 5
Plots and histograms 5
Frinting data and resulta for each case 5
The BMDP File 6 2.1 BASIC TERMINOLOGY FOR COMMON FEATURES
Case veights 6 ANO STATISTICS
Computacional accuracy 6
Table of common features and statistics 7 Each BMDP program ís designed to provide a

cercain analycical capability, such as data
descripcion, plots, or regression analysis. Some

2.2 Overviev of Data Analysis vith BMDP 6 statistics, plots, or other results are provided by
several programs.

Data screening and descripcion 8 In chis seccion ve describe some of Che common
Data in groups 8 features and introduce terminology that is used
Transformations 8 throughout chis manual. Table 2.1 (p. 7) lista che
Plots and histograms 8 features and identifies che programs that contain
Frequency tablea 9 each feature.

3



?.0 Data Analysis

Data and Acceptable Values acceptable values for both variables ( cases 1, 2 and
3). Hethod C allows che means to be computed from

Data are codes representing characteristics cases chac have acceptable values for all three

( e.g.. sex , oye color ), values of measurements variables ( only cases 2 and 3).

(e.g., height , veight ) or responses co questions . Method C may use fewer cases than either of the
Each characteristic , measurement or response Ls other methods . You can specify a list of variables
called a variable . Each case contains values for all to be checked by Method C with Che USE list in the
Che variables for one subject, animal, or sampling VARIABLE paragraph. Variables thac are excluded from
unir. A case may represent such things as responses Che lisc are not used in any of che computations _
to questions , outcomes of tests or measurements made ( not even their means are computed). In Chapcer 5 ve

ora a subject or test animal. describe hoy Chis list Ls specified.

Some values in a case may noc be recorded . A The method used by each program Ls shovn in Tabla
value that tu not recorded may be lefc blank or =ay 2.1. Three programs , P3D, P8D and PAM a11ov you to
be recorded vith a special code; Che blank or choose explicicly betveen methods. P8D computes -

special code . vhichever La used , Ls called a missing estimares of correlacion matrices using all observed
value code and Che unrecorded value i s called a values instead of only those values from complete

míssin value . Miscing values are excluded from all cases . PAM does che sama and, in additíon, provides

computations. estimares to fill in vhere observations are missing.
In any program you can restrict Che analysis of a PAM aleo has features useful for describing the

variable to a specified range by assigning an upper pattern of where values are missing.
limít (maximum ) and a lower limit (minimum) for,
values of che variables . A value that Ls greater
than Che upper 1LmLt or lesa than che lover limit Ls

Transformations and Selecting Subpopulations for Analysis
out of range and Ls excluded from all computations.

An acceptable value la ene that la col equal to a
missing value code and Ls not out of range . A Transformations can be used to replace che value
complete case Ls a case In which Che values of all of a variable by its transformed value; e.g., veight
the variables are acceptable ( there are no values by Che logarithm of weight . Also, new variables can
missing or out of range ). be created from Che observed variables by

cransformations . For example, Lf pulse roce is
measured before and alter exercise, che difference

Cases Used When Some Values are Unacceplable betveen Che tv* measurements can be a meaningful -
(Missing ) quantity. This difference can be specified as a nev

variable and can be used In Che analysis . Any number
All BMDP programa ( excepc P4D) check for values of new variables can be treated as functions of the

missing and out of rango. The treatmenc of cases observed variables . These functions , called
depends ora the primary purpose of che analysis . For cransformations , can involve arichmetical operatíons
example . P1D - Simple Data Description -- computes ( e.g., +, -, *, /), povers , crigonometric functions,
statiscics for each variable from ' all acceptable and complex condicional stacements ( LF(A/8-C LT 0)
values for che variable ; but P2R -- Stepvise TREN D-0.).
Regression -- uses only complete cases co estímate You can aleo select cases to be used in an
the linear regression equation . analysis ( e.g., data for males and for respondents

The B.MDP programs include cases in an analysis in cheir cvencies -- USE - SER EQ 1 AND ACE CE 20
according to one of three criterio* AND ACE LT 30.).

Methods of specifyíng transformations and, case
A All cases are included ( all acceptable values selection are described in detail in Chapcer 6.
for each variable are used)
B Cases are Lncluded only if they have acceptable

values for all variables specified in che analysis How lo Define Subpopulalions or Groups
C Only complete cases are included ( cases that

have acceptable values for all variables ) Some analyses , such as a t test betveen tvo
groups or a one-way analysis of variance, require

The difference betveen Che aboye criterio can be that che cases be classified Lnto groups. The
explained in termo of an example . Suppose ve have variable -hose values are used to classify the cases -.
three variables , each of vhich has some unacceptable into groups is called a grouoing variable . Groups

values . Th e data for five cases are: can be idencified as codes ( such as sex codes 1 and
2 for males and females) or as intervals ( such as

height veight age age 10- 19, 20-29 , etc.).
In all programs you can select cases be longing co

1) 67 130 - specific groups (fulfilling certain criteria) by
2) 64 106 21 case selection ( Chapcer 6 ). The purpose of some

3) 65 117 27 analyses Ls to compare groups, such as in a plot or
4) 67 - 24 by a t test or by an analysis of variance . In come -
5) - 121 29 programs you can explicitly specify groups to be

analyzed ( or plotted).
We request means for Che first tvo variables only.
Using Method A, che sean of each variable is
computed from all Lts acceptable values , vhecher or Univariate Slatistics
noc either of Che other variables have acceptable
values ( 1.e., four values for each variable). By Mosc programs compute the sean, standard
Method 8 the mearas of the first tvo variables are deviation and frequency for each variable. In
computed from data in only those cases that have additíon, ochar univariace statiscics are computed -
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Basic Terminology 2.1

in several BMDP programs . We review the defínitions The correlation can also be compuced after
of these statistici below. adjusting for che linear effecc of one or more other

Let x1, xZ, .. xN be che observed ( acceptable ) variables. For example , ve may want che correlation
values f or a variable i n the cases used in an between x and y adjusted for z and w (sometimes
analysis . Then N is che samnie size , frequency or referred to as correlation at a fixed value of z and
count for the variable. The meón, R, is defined as w). This is called the partial correlation

coefficienc betveen x and y given z and w. It is
Exj/N equivalent to fitting separate regression equations

in z and w co x and co y, and computing che
(Other estimates of locacion, such as che median and correlation betveen che residuals from che two
more robust estimates, are available in P2D!and regression fines.
p7D.) A mlltiole correlation coefficienc ( R) is the

The standard deviation , s, is maximum correlation chac can be actained betveen one
variable and a linear combination of other

s [£(xj - x)z1(N - 1)� variables. This is che correlación betveen che firsc
variable and che predicted value from che multiple

The variance ís s and che standard error of che regression of that variable on che other variables.
mean is s //• The coefficienc of variation is che R 2 is the proportion of variance of che firsc
ratio of che standard deviation co che mean , s/z. If variable explained by the multiple regression
a variable has a very small coefficienc of relating it to che other variables.
variacion, loas of computacional accuracy can result
due to the limitad accuracy vich which a number can
be represented internally in the computer. Ptots and Histograms

Many analyses require chas che distribution of
che daca be normal , or at leasc symmecric . A measure An assumpcion of normality is required by many

of symmecry is skewness , and a measure of analyses. The assumpcion can be assessed by a normal

long- tailedness is kurtosis . The BMDP programs probability plot . The assumption of normalíty is not
compute skewness , g1, as usually vich respect to the data , but vich respect

to che residuals . the differences betveen che
g = E(x - z ) z/(Ns3) observed value and che value predicted by che

z j statistical model. Many programs plot che residuals

and kurtosis, gz, as in a normal probability plot.
Scaccer plots of one variable againsc anocher are

g = E(x 3 useful i d examining Che relacionships betveen che
j cvo variables; they are also useful in assessing che

If che data are from a normal distribution , che fit qf*a statistical modal (such as regression).
standard error of g1 is (6/N)14 and of gz i s (24/N)4. Scatcer plots of che data and results are provided
A significanc nonzero value of skewness i s an in man' BMDP programs.

indícation of asymmetry -- a posícive value Histograms , or bar graphs , are a basic tool in

indícating a long right tail, a negative value a data screening . They can be used to screen for

long left cail. A value of g, significancly greater
extreme values or for the shape of che distribution

than zero indicases a discribution that is of data. Several BMDP programs plot histograms as

longer- tailed than che normal. We recommend that you Parc of their analyses.

also examine histograms when using these statistics Table 2.1 indicases vhich programs produce plots

for chey are sensitive to a few extreme values. and histograms as parí of their analyses. Chapter 10

The smallest observed (acceptable) value, xmin,
describes cvo programs whose p.imary purpose is co

and che largest , xmax, are printed by several províde pinta and histograms in inal form.

programs. The ranga is (xmax - xmin). The smallest
and largest standard scores (z-scores, zmin and zmax Printing the Oata and Results for Each Case
respectively ) are also printed by some programs. We
define zmin and zmax as 1 Many programs can list che daca for each case.

Some programa print results for each case , such as
z z
min = (xmin - X-)15 and max = (fax - x)/s predicted values and residuals from a regression or

scores frota a factor analysis. Several programa have

Covariances and Corretations
special capabilities for listing che data:

- P4D can princ che data in a compact card image
Covariances and correlations are used i n many form

statistical analyses. The covariance betveen cvo - P4D can also print only cases that contain
variables, x and y, is nonnumeric svmbols

- P10 can lisc all che data so chas each column
cov(x,y) - E(x1 - !)(Y1 - r)/(N - 1) . contaíns all che values of one variable or so that

all variables for one case are princed before chose
The correlation , r, betveen cwo variables is for che next case

- P1D can print only cases vich missing values or
cov(x,y) E(xj - x)(y1 only cases that have values out of range

r = - P1D can also princ che daca after sorting che
cases aceording to one or more variables

sx Sy [E(xj - x)z£(Yj PAM can print , in a compressed list, the
positions of the missing values and values out of

This is also called the product-moment correlation range
coefficient. - P'_*1 and P4M can print standard scores
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2.0 Data Analysis.

The BMDP File Lec w be the case weight for che j th case. Then

A set of data is usually analyzed many times by z • Ewjxj/Ewj
BMDP programa . For example, the data may first be

examinad for extreme values ( outliers ) and for

distribu t ional assumptions ; then necesaary s {Ewj ( xj - x)Z/[(N - 1)Ewj/N]}
transformationa can be performed , meaningful

hypotheses cested, or relacionships becveen che

variables studied. The results of an analysis may cov(x,y) - Ewj ( xj - x)(yj -1)Ewj1N] -
suggest that further analyses are needed.

All programa can read a data matriz es input. Al.l

programa ( excepc P4D) can copy che data into a 314DP Evj ( xj - z)(yj - 'y)
Fije. The 82WP Me is a means of storing your daca r =
or resulto from an analysis so you can reuse them -
more efficiently in other BMDP programs ; the File {Ewj(xj- z)zEwj(yj - y)z}
can be created or read by any BMDP program ( except
p4D). There are several advantages to using a BMDP

File: where N is the number of acceptable observations
used in the analysis vith positive ( nonzero)

- daca are read efficiently from a BMDP File; the veights.
cost of reading a large amount of data from a BMDP Lthen case weights are not specified, wi is set to
File la substantially less than when a format one for all cases and che formulas are iáentical to
statement is used the formulas given on p. S.
- many of the Control Language i nstructions,
specified when che BMDP Fila 19 created, need not be
respecified for each additional analysis . For ComputationalAccuracy
example, the variable names , che indicators for
missing values and values out of range, codes and The computer representa each number by a binary
names for categories , etc., are stored vith the File sequence of limited accuracy . As a result there can
- data are stored i n the BMDP Fila after be a loss of accuracy in certain types of
transformations and case selection are performed computation , such as matrix i nveraion . Loss of _
- the BMDP Fila is the only way to atore resulta accuracy is especially pronounced if a variable has

( such as factor scores , residuals from a regression a small coefficienc of variacion (s/x) or if a
analysis or a covariance matrix) so they can be variable has a very hígh multiple correlacion with
analyzed further by other BMDP programs other variables.

All programs represent data values i n single
Tabla 2 . 1 shows that all programa ( except P4D ) precision . Some programs do computations in single

can save che data in a BMDP Fila. Many programs save precision . Others do computations i n double
results, such as predicted values or residuals . Some precision ; these programs are the unes whose
programs can aleo save a covariance or correlacion computations are most likely to be affected by a
matrix or some ochar matrix of results . loas of accuracy if che computations are done in

All programs but P4D accept data from a BMDP File single precision.
(a BMDP File can be created by one program and read
by a different program ). Several regression and
multivariate analysis programs accept the covariance
or correlation matrix from a BMDP Fila, thus saving 2.2 OVERVIEW OF DATA ANALYSIS WITH BMDP
compucer time and cost. P4F accepts multivay tables
as input . The breadth of techniques available in che BMDP

programs is indicated by the chapter titles: -

Case Weights 8. Data Description
9. Data in Groups -- Description , t Tests andMosc stacistical analyses assume chat che error One-4ay Analysis of Variante

of each observation has a constant variante . When 10 . Plots and Histograms
che variante l a not constant , the computations of ll . Frequency Tablea
the meen, standard deviation and other statistics 12. Missing Values -- Patterns , Estination and
are best done by veighting each case by the inverse Correlacion
of che variante . For example , Che researcher knows 13. Regression -
che variante from previous vork and includes i ts 14 . Nonlinear Regression and Maximum Likelihood
inverse as an additional variable for each case . Estimation

Case veights can also be used to represent che 15. Analysis of Variante and Covariance
frequency of an observacion when che lame 16. Nonparametric Analysis
obse rvation is made more than once but is recorded 17. Cluster Analysis
in only one case ; hovever, except for the frequency 18. Multivariate Analysis
table programs , the sample size vill be the number 19. Su rv ival Analysis
of cases and not che sum of weights. 20. Time Series Analysis

You can apecify case weights i n many BMDP
programs . The effect of the case weighc on Che In Chis section ve describe some of chese
computacion of che unívariate statistics , covarlance techniques in general terms, and explain uhen che
and correlacion l a described below . techniques are useful ( see siso " First Steps",
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Data Analysis 2.2

Table 2 . 1 Features common co BNIDP programs

Chapter 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 6 20

Program
1241379 56 4 8A 12945 3AL112348 3 123K 466789 12 1 12
DDD DDD DO F DM RRRRR RRR , WVVV S 1MPCM;l14RMMM LL S TT

Cases used
A all cases ( all acceptable values ) AAA AAA AA A AA AAi A A A
B cases with acceptable values for all vars. B B B B ; BBBB B8 BB

specified in analysis ( see p. 4)
C complete cases only CCICC C CC fC C CC C C CI C

Analycic capabilities
!TrTTTT transformations and case selectíon TTT TTT TT T Tr.TTTTT TTTT TTTTITTTTTTITT T TT

W case weights W wu!www w WWW1 WW W WWWWW w,
D double precision 0: 0 0 0D0 ! DDDD �DODD 0 0

Univariate statistics
Te mean . icc zcz R2 Rpc zxzz 1i - u RR x x xzzz z z zz

ocher estimates of location x x
s standard deviacion ss sss ss 5 ss ssss sss I ss 5 s¡s sssss 5 s ss
v coefficient of variation v vv vvvv Í ! 1 ;vvv
g skewness and kurcosis g g 86 gj ggg g
m min. and max . of che acceptable value mm mm m m mmm mmml m a• m msm m m m
z z-score for min. and max . values z z zz ! ¡ z:zzz
N number of cases ( sample size) NNN NNN NN N¡NN NNNNN NNN;NNNN NiNNNN NNNNNNNN NN
G aboye statistics compuced for each group G GCC GG G G GG GC G G G

Other statistics
r covariances and/or eorrelatiorts rr r rr rrrr r!r rsrrr r
p parcial correlations p ip p p
R squared mulciple correlation ( R2 or SMC) R RRR R R R; R
f frequency counts, for each value or cacegory fff f f f( f f
% frequency counts , in % % IX X '.
), eigenvalues and/or eigenvectors 1; a aa
C aboye stacistics compuced for each group CC GG C G.G 1 G

Test statistics
F comparison of group means (c,F) FFF� FFFFF F1 Fi F
V comparison of group variances ! WV,
x comparison of group or cell frequencies x x
D mulcivariate comparison of group means ID D DI D

(T2 , D2 , A, U)

Plots and RraDhícal disDlays 1 i 1
H histograms H Lid H
N normal prabability plocs N NNNNNUN N
S scacter plots of daca 5 S, 5 SI SSS S
R scacter plots of results R RRRRR!RRR .R RiRRRR R,R
0 other ( see program description) 0 0 0000 0 ?00i 00

Prints for each case It !1
D data ( after transformations , if any) 0 Di 0 0 ODD DIODO 0 0 0 DDDDD DiD DO
5 cases with special values S si S
z standacdized scores z Iz
R residuals and/or predicted values R: RRR RIRRR RR R RR R; R
F factor, princ, comp . or canon. var. scores F FF FF
M Mahalanobis distances M M M M M
0 other ( see program description) 0 0 0 000 001001 0

BMDP Filo output
D data ( after transformacions , if any) DO DDD DO, DDD DDDDD DDD DDDDD 0 DDOD DDDDDD DD D DO
R results for each case as parí of data ! R RRR R RRR R RRRRRR R
C codes / cutpoints saved with data G GGC GG C G G C GGG G
C correlacion and/or covariance matriz ICC.000 CCC
0 ocher ( see program description) o! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Input from BMDP File
0 data DO DDD DO DDD'DDDDD DDD DDDDD 0 0ODD 0DD000 DD 0 DO
C correlation or covariance matrix I CCC CCC
0 other ( see program description) 0 0 0

Input to- from BMDP File
D daca DDD DDD DDI 0 00 000DD DDD DDDDD 0 DORO DDDDDD DO 0 DO
0 ocher ( see program description) 0 0 0 0 000 00

1
0
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Data Analysis

Appendix C.11). Speciftc program options are distribution of data vithín groups , and examine
presented in the program descriptions . Some of che whether che assumptíon of normality is reasonable.
more advanced techniques , such as maximum Likelihood Heteroscedasticity ( lack of constan [ variante ovar
estlmation , are discussed only in che program groups ) can also be observad and tested , and may
descriptions . indicate thac che Input data should be transformed.

An analysis of variante using P7D can indicare
whether group differences are large enough to

Data Screening and Description suggest that futuro analyses should be stratified.
P7D also computes AHOVA tests that do not assume

The first step in ao analysis is to examine che equal group variances , plots cell standard
data for errors and for che appropriateness of deviations vs. cell means and reports Bonferroni
assumptions to be used In che analysis ( such as probabilíties for pairvise tests of cell means. More
normality ). lf errors remain in the data they can information ora group differences (both univariate
cause a "garbage - in, garbage -out" analysis , Blunders and multivariate ) can be obtained by using P3D. It
or extreme outliera in che data may peed to be yieids t statistics , Hotelling ' s T2 and Mahalanobis
removed to achieve a meaningful analysis . The data D2 for each pair of groups; t statistics , based on
may peed to be transformed to fit che various both pooled and separare variance estimares, are
assumptions ( constan[ variance, normality , ecc.) printed In che output . A trimmed t test is available
required by che atatistical modél. i n che 1979 version. The Levene test for equality of

After Che original data have been recordad , variantes i s in both P3D and M.
various descripcive characteristics of che data can tlhen che cases are classified by more [han one
be used co decect gross errors in che obse rv ations , grouping variable or factor, P90 (Multivay
in coding che data , In includtng inappropriate Description of Croups ) can be used co compute cell
cases , etc. A good place to begin screening Ls to frequencies , means and standard deviations . Grouping
check for variables can be suppressed Co obcain information

about marginal celta. The program tests fór the
- symbola or characters , such as letters vhere equality of cell frequencies and cell means and for
numbers should be (P4D counts sil distinct homogeneity of cell variantes . These tests are
charactera for each column of data , one column at a performed ora all cells or on specified marginals.
time ); many programs will not run íf nonnumeric Cell means are plotted four variables per page in a
symbols are In che daca usad for analysis - error compacc graphical display scaled by che overall mean
messages are reported , hovever, by all programa vhen and standard deviation . This display is helpful for
illegal characters are found. understanding Lnteraccions i n more complex A11OVA
- outliers or blunders (P2D can be used to obtain designs.

a smal1 histogram and frequency counts for sil
distinct values of each variable)

Transformations
Listing che cases by one of che methods described on
p. 5 may alzo locate problems in che daca . Alter screening and describing your daca, you

0ucliers can be i dentified by multivariate should be ready co make decisions regarding
screening . For each case P4M princs che Mahalanobis cransformations. The transformed daca can be put
distance squared from che case to che center of all directly on a B; IDP File ready for easy input Loto
cases . Vtthin group multivariate outliers can be any other BMDP program . Although all programs can
identified by using P7M , vhich prints che perforen data cransformations , you may peed to use
Mahalanobis distance squared from che case co che PIS, che multipass transformation pregram,.for
center of each group. P9R siso prints distance getting che data transformed and ready for further
measures helpful for idencifying unusual cases . analyses . P15 can be used when your transformacion

Univariate descriptive statistics are found in requires more chao one pass Chrough che daca.
most programs , but especially in P2D and P1D. For -
example, from che cumulative percentiles printed in
P2D for each distinct value, you can make summary Plots and Histograma
stacements such as, "síxty percent of the patients
are in che 50-60 age group , vhile only severa percent Many research workers like to see cheir data in
are in their tventies ", etc. A ates and leal graphical form; scacter olots , for example, are a
histogram Ls also available in chis program . good vay to present information concisely and

clearly i n final reports . Scatter plots that take
advantage of knovn informacion can be designed co

Data in Groups display unusual cases or outliers -- for example, to -
show vhether or not an individual ' s systolic blood

In screening , you often peed to examine groups pressure level Ls higher [han his diascolic level. A
(straca or subpopulacions ) of che data . Unusual daca scacter ploc of these two variables will show if che
values that are masked In a total populacion may data coding is mistakenly reversed for some cases. _
stand out vhen che data are separated Lato groups or Or in a plot of height versus weighc , a case that
straca . Some variables are easily coded into groups , has a height of 72 inches and 225 lbs. vill clearly
such as sex ( males-l, females-2 ). Contínuous stand out if che height i s mispunched as 52 inches.
variables can be cacegorized by a grouping variable . A grouping variable can be used in che P6D

27D is especially poverful for examining groups ; scacter ploc program co provide information about a -
it princs histograms (side-by-side for each group ) variable noc used as che ploc axes . If age, for
and statistics for each group; it siso provides a example , is divided Loto groups -- less [han or
choice ofone -vay or tvo -vay analysis of variance co equal to 15, 16-35, 36 - 55 and over 55 -- che letters
check group differences. From Chis output you can A. 8, C and D are used to represen [ cases from each
identify extreme outliers , obtain en idea of che age group . When two ocher measuremencs • for the
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Data Analysis 2.2

subjects are plotted , the chiidren may appear In a including [hose that require complete data. PAM
separate arca of the ploc, i ndicating that they i nsures thac the resulting correlation matrix is
should be analyzed separately in later analyses . P6D numerically appropriate ( positiva semidefinite) for

can also perform a simple regression analysis for a regression or factor analysis ; P8D allovs you co
che data in a seatcer plot. This analysis may choose betveen four methods to compute the
indicare vhether or not en analysis of covariance correlations.
should be used later . Variables can be plotted
against time of encry into a study to see if
obse rv ations are independent , or if a drift over Regression
time is occurríng.

P5D can prínt a histogram for all the data or for A regression analysis studies the relationship
one or more groups , each identifíed by a differenc betveen a dependent variable, y, and one or more
lecter . You can specify the scales of the histogram independent variables , x. Th e linear least squares
co produce a histogram suitable Por a final reporc . model vith parameters oc regression coefficients,

Normality can be roughly checked by looking at Bi, can be vricten
hiscograms in P7D or P5D . P5D can also print a
normal probability plot that provides a becter y - 30 + 31x1 + ... + Bpxp + e
assessment of normality and helps co identify
outliers . For simple linear regression (x1 is che only

independent variable in che model ), P6D, PiR and P2R
can be used. If there are several independent

Frequency Tables variables, PIR, P2R or P9R can be used to perfora
multiple linear regression analyses.

Cross tabulations are frequently used es a form PIR , PZR and P9R differ in three important
of final reporting to give a picture of the number respetes:
of cases i n specified cacegories (or
cross -classiEications ). Tables can be formed from - the criterion for including independent
data or from cell frequencies . Tables can also be variables in the multiple linear regression
formed for each level of a third variable ( such as - the ability to repeat the analysis on subgroups
separately for males and females ). Tvency-chree of the cases and to compare the subgroups
statistics appropriate for the analysis of - the residual analysis available
contingency tablas are available in P4F (vhich
includes all the features formerly contained in PNR includes all the specified independent
programs P1F, P2F and P3F). variables in the multiple regression equation. It

P4F can test whether roes are independent of computes a multiple linear regression on all Che
columns using the frequencies in all cells . P4F can daca and on groups or subpopulations . If grouping is
also test the sane hypothesis using any subset of requested, ?IR firsc analyzes all cases combined and
the calla; for example , are roes i ndependent of the then analyzes each group separately . After all
columns for all cells, excluding the cells on the groups have been analyzed , the regression equecions
diagonal ? P4F can also identify cells that are tested for equality betveen groups.
concríbute heavily to a sígnificant chi-square test P2R computes che multiple linear regression in a
of independence. stepwise manner . At each scep i t entera into the

Multivay frequency tablas are formed and analyzed regression equacion the variable thac bese helps to
by P4F . A log-Linear model can be fitted to the cell predice y or removes che leas [ helpful variable.
frequencies and the fit tested. P4F can be used co Several criterio are available for entering or
select an appropriate model for the daca and to removing variables from the equation (sea P2R
estimare the parameters o£ the model . program description ). A stepvise procedure is useful

for idencifying a good set of predictor variables
(separating the most important variables from [hose

Missing Values that may not be necessary at all ). and when
sufficient preliminary informacion regarding the

All coo often the data recorded are not complete effectiveness of the independent variables is not
and some values are míssíng . Th ese missing values available . In practtcal applications the stepvise
are usually left blank or coded by a special ende procedure i s often a satisfactory solution.
called the "missing value code ". Missing values, and P9R identifies "best" subsets of independent
unusually extreme values that appear co be vrong , variables i n terma of a criterion such as R2
are excluded from an analysis . adjusted R2 or Mallovs " Cp (described in P9R program

PAM lista cases containing missing values or data description ). It also identifies alternativa good
to be excluded from che analysis , computes the subsets of the independent variables . P9R computes
percentage of missing data for each variable, and only a small fraction of all possible regressions to
reports special parteros in che data . PAM can also find the numerically bese subsec.
estimare values co replace che missing value code All three programa princ and plot residuals and
(or excluded values ) based upon the data present in predicted values. The plots are useful in detecting
the case . lack of- linearity, heteroscedasticity (lack of

Most regression and multivariate analyses requíre constan [ v ariante ), unusual outliers , gross errors,
complete cases; i.e., no missing or excluded values an unusual subpopulation thac should be separated
in any case . Many of these analyses can begin from a from the analysis , etc. The plocs may also indícate
correlation or covariance matriz . Both PAM and P8D chal transfornattons of the data are necessary or
can estimare correlations using cases vith some data that an inappropriate model vas chosen.
missing; che correlation matrix can then be stored The residual analysis in P9R is che mosc
in a BMDP Fila and used as input co other programa , extensiva of the three. P9R also allows easy

cross -validacion of che regression model by testing
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.2 Data Analysis

it on a subset of the cases excluded from che Analysis of Variance and Covariance
analysis.

P4R creares new independent variables , called Analysis of variance is used to test for
principal componente , that are linear combinations differences betveen che means of tvo or more groups
of che original independent variables . These or subpopulations . In a simple oneway analysis of
principal componencs are determined in a vay that variance each individual ( or subject ) is classified
provides a parsimonious summary of che original i nto one category or group -- for example, in a
variables ; a subset of 'che principal components medical problem patiencs could be assigned to
explains mear of the total variance of che original treatment A, 8 or C. The pacients are grouped by che
set of independent variables . The program then type of treatment. The model for Chis one -vay design
regresses che dependen[ variable in a stepwise la
manner on che principal componencs ; not all che
principal components may be used , but useful Yik - µ + al + eik
informacion i s based on all che variables. The
regression equations at each step are expressed in where a7, a2 and a2 might represen[ che effect of
Ceras of che principal componente and che original treatments A. B and C, respectively, on che
variables. dependen [ variable , Yik, a blood pressure reading

The relation between an independent and a for case k in group i. Programe P7D, P9D , PIV and
dependent variable may requitre rerms vith higher P2V can be used to test che hypothesis
povers. The model for polynomial regression in P5R
is Ho: all ol - 0

y - 0, +gix +52x2 + ... + 1kxk+ e . that there i s no difference betveen treatments.
Group sizes may be unequal in ell tour of these

PSR reports polynomials of degree one through a programa . For each dependent variable analyzed, P7D
specified degree ; chis helps to determine che presenta side-by-side histograma that give sn
highest-order equation necessary for an adequate fit excellent visual picture of how che groups differ.
of che data. As higher-order tercos are introduced In che medical treatment example aboye , if che
Lato che model , che fitted regression cu rv e and che covariate x (age ) also affects che dependent
original data can be plotted at each step for a variable (blood pressure ), che one -vay model becomes
visual check on how the fic la proceeding.

Yik u + al + $ ( xik - x) + eik ' -

Nonlinear Regression P1V could be used to examine treatment effects after
adjusting for che linear effecc of age. P1V algo

To fit a model vhere che equation Ls nor linear allows multiple covariates . It prints sn analysis of
in che parameters you can use che nonlinear variance tabla vith F tests for equalicy of alopes,
regression programa, P3R and PAR . These are least zero slopes and equalicy of adjusted group mesas
squares programe appropriate for a vide variety of (which adjuscs for che effect of che covariate) and
problems that are not vell - represented by equations a number of residual plots.
vith linear parameters . Several different functions Several factors (or characteristics ) may be --
are available in P3R by simply stating a number , involved i n en analysis of variance model. In a
including such functions as sums of exponencials evo-vay factorial analysis of variance, Che

individuals in each group are classified by two
p2t p,C characteristics , such as sex and treatment. The

pie + p3e , model can be written

ratios of polynomials , a combination of sine and Yijk - u + al +
ni

+ (arl ) ij + eijkexponencial. functions, etc. If you van[ a function
different from choza described in che P3R program Here che ai ' s could be treatment effect che 7) 's
descriptton , you can requesc i t by FORTRAN sex effect and (a7)) 1. a possible interaction bety en
statements in P3R or PAR . In PU you must also sex and treatment . P

L
/D can be used to analyze [hese

specífy che function ' s parcial derivacives . data . The accompanying histograms give additional
A special nonlinear model is che logistic informacion.

function . PLR computes che maximum likelihood P2V handles general fixed effects analysis of
escímates of che parameters of variance and Covariance models. This program can

analyze repeated responses , such as che measurements
e8x oí a subject ' s blood pressure every day for a veek.

E( ñ ) The repeated responses are called trial factors or
repeated measures factors and need noc be

1 + esx statístically independent . In che blood pressure
example aboye , time could be a seven-level trial

where s is Che sum of che binary ( 0,1) dependent factor ( e.g., a subject ' s blood pressure could be -
variable y ( E y - s) and x represents Che recorded every day of che veek ). In P2V che usual
independent variables . The dependent (outcome) analysis of variance factors, such as sex and
variable records events such as success or failure, treatment , are called grouping factors co
response or no response , etc. The independent distinguish checo from trial factors. The models may
(explanatory or covariate ) variables can be have only trial factors , only grouping factors, or
categorical ( e.g.., sex , treatment , hospital ) and both . The groups can contain en unequal number of
continuous ( e.g., age, height , blood pressure ). The subjects , but data for each subject must include all
program generales design variables for che obse rv acions over che trial factor ( a blood pressure
categorical variables and their interactions. reading must be given for each day).
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Mixed models are treated by PSV (vhich requires distance matriz can also be printed in shaded form
equal cell sízes ) and by P3V (vhich allows unequal to display pictoríally che clusters.
cell sises and covariates ). P4V is a very general The clustering method in P2M is hierarchical. The
program that handles multivariate models , including procedure in PKM Ls callad k-means and begins vith
those vith repeated measures and covariates '. The user-specified clusters or vith all che data in one
user may specify cell veights for use in che cluster : at each step one cluster is split finto cvo.
definitfon of model componente such as main effects This procedure is useful when you Nave a large
and lover order interactions in factorial models or number of cases or vhen your goal is to divide thé
specify unequal ince rvals for orehogonal polynomials cases inca homogeneous subsecs . PKM provides several
in response surface analysis . ways to standardize the data In order to avoid

problems caused by stale differences.
The programa discussed aboye look for variables

Nonparametric Statistics to be clustered across all cases or for cases to be
clustered ( by similarity ) across all variables.

If your data grossly violate che usual analysis Hovever, your data may include differences betveen
of variance normalicy assumptions, you could try tvo cases that do not extend across all che variables,
nonparametric tests in P3S -- che Kruskal-Wallis or your variables may not cluster across all cases.
one-way analysis of variance test, or che Friedman P3M allows some of che variables ( columna) to be
tvo-way analysis of variance test . Nonparametric clustered as a subset of che cases ( rows ) and vice
tests such as che Mann-Whitney U test , che sigo test versa . Thfs clustering by both cases and variables
and che Wilcoxon stgned rank test can siso be is representad by a data matriz i n che form of a
computed víth P3S . These tests can be used vhen che block diagram ; roes and columna are permuted and
researcher wants to avoid a t test assumption of smaller blocks ( submacrices ) of similar values
normality . vithín che larger block are outlined . This gives a

good visual representation of parteros of like
values In che data matriz and can be used as a

Cluster Analysis multivariate histogram . P3M Ls best suited to treac
categorical variables that Cake on a small number of

Although many research atudies involve values.
multivariate obse rvations (many variables obse rv ed
for each case ), sometimes little Ls knovn abouc che
ínter-relacions betveen variables , betveen cases , or Multivariate Analysis
between variables and cases . In discussing screening
and data descriptí on , ve emphasized that groups or Cluster analysis is not appropriace for
subpopulations should be examined; however, problems expressing complex functional relationships. For
often arise when groups are not clearly defined or example , if you are interested In describing the
,,han it is diffícult co see if the data are ínter -relacions among your variables , factor
structured . Clustering is a good techníque to use in analysis may be better suited to your needs, and
exploratory or early data analysis '.hen you suspecc discríminant analysis provides functions of che
that che data may not be homogeneous and you want to variables that best separata cases i nto predefined
classify or reduce Che data foco groups . Clusteríng groups.
performs a display functton for multivariate data
similar to graphs or histograms for univarfate data ; Factor analysis . Factor analysis i s useful in
it provides a multívariate summary -- a description exploracory data analysis . Ir has three general
of characteristics of clusters i nstead of individual objectives : to study the correlations of a large
cases. number of variables by clustering che variables finto

Three different types of clustering can be factors , such that variables vithín each factor are
performed by BMDP programs: clusters of variables . híghly correlated; to ínterpret each factor
(P1M), clusters of cases ( P24 and PKM ), and clusters according to the variables belonging to it; and to
of both cases and variables ( P3M). After deciding summarize many variables by a fev factors. The usual
vhich program í s applícable to your problem , other factor analysis model expresses each variable as a
questions must be ansvered : Hoy víll you measure function of factors common to several variables and
distances between objects ( variables in P1M, cases a factor unique to che variable:
P2M and PKM )? Hoy vill you use che distances co
amalgamare or group che objects Loto clusters ? Hoy zj - a jlf 1 + aj2f2

+ ... + ajmfm
+ Uj

vill you display che resulting clusters ? The best
ansvers to these questions are atill being vhere
developed ; investigators have their ovo preferences
as to which distance measure or vhich amalgamation zj - the jth standardized variable
procedure Ls best . You may want to try several m - che number of factors common to all the
options given in che program descriptions to see variables
vhich one provides the best results for your Uj - che factor unique to variable zj
problem. ají - factor loadings

in both P1M and P2M the.clustering begins by fi - common factors
finding che closest pair of objects (In P1M,
columna , or variables ; in P2M, rocas, or cases ) The number of factors , m, should be small and che
according to che distance matriz and combintng them concributions of che unique factors should also be
to form a cluster . The algorichm continuas , joining small . The individual factor loadings , a•i. for each
pairs of objects , pairs of clusters , or an object variable should be either very large or very small
vith a cluster, until all che data are in one so each variable ís associated with a mínimum number
cluster . These clustering steps are shovn in the of factors.
output cluster diagram , or cree . The correlation or
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2 Data Analysis

To che extent thac chis factor model is Parcial correlations and multivariate regression.

appropriate for your data , the objectives stated Parcial correlaciona can be computed in P6R; the

aboye can be aehieved . Variables vith high loadings correlation between each pair oí dependent variables

on a factor tend to be highly correlated vith each is computad after taking out the linear effect of
other , and variables that do not have che same the set of i ndependent variables. For example, if -
loading patterns tend to be leas highly correlated . you want to do a factor analysis on several
Each factor i s interpreted accordíng to the variables ( systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood
magnitudes oí the loadings associated vich it. The pressure , blood chemistry measurements , income,
original variables may be replaced by che factors etc.) but vant to remove the linear effect oí tvo _
vich little loas of information . Each case receives variables ( age and veight ) from the measurements,
a score for each factor ; [ hese factor scores are you can state that the tvo variables ( age and
computed as: veight ) are independent variables and the test are

dependent variables. The resulting parcial
fi .

bilzi
+ bi2z2 + ... + bipzp correlation matriz ( of the dependent variables with -

che effects of age and weight removed) can be scored
vhere bi . are the factor score coefficients. Factor as a matriz i n a BMDP File , and can be used as input
scores clan be used in later analyses , replacing che in P4M , the factor analysis program.
values oí the original variables . Under certain P6R can be used co regresa a number of dependent
circumstances there few factor • scores are freer from variables on one set of independent variables. This
measurement error than Che original variables , and multivariate regression program gives you a separate
are therefore more reliable measures . The scores regression equation for each dependent variable,
expresa the degree to which each case possesses che squared multiple correlatíon ( RZ) of each
quality or property that the factor describes . The independent variable vich all other independent
factor scores have mean zero and standard deviation variables , R2 oí each dependent variable vith the
one. set oí i ndependent variables, and tests oí

There are Tour main steps in factor analysis : significance oí multiple regression.
first, che correlation or covariance matrix is
computed ; second , che factor loadings are estimated Discriminan [ analysis . In discriminan [ analysis,
(inicial factor extraction ); third, the factors are the cases or subjects are divided into groups and
rotaced to obtaín a simple incerpretation (making the analysis is used to find classification
che loadings for each factor either large or small, functions ( linear combinations oí the variables)
not in-between ); and fourth , the factor scores are cha[ best characcerize che differences between the
computed . P4M provides several methods for inicial groups. These functions are also useful for
factor extraction and rotation . You can specify che classifying new cases.
methods to be used or P4M vill use preassigned P7M, che stepvise discriminan [ analysis program,
options . The resulta can be presented in a variety is used to find che subset oí variables that
of plots . maximizes group differences . Variables are entered

P8M, Boolean Factor Analysis , i s an alternase luto the classification function one at a time until
technique when Che variables are binary or che group separation ceases to improve notably (chis
dichotomous . is similar to the stepvise regression program, P2R, -

used to find a good subset oí variables for
Canonical correlation analvsis . Canonical prediction ). P7M is also used as a multivariate test

correlatíon analysis (P611 ) examines the relationship for group differences ( or multivariate analysis of
between two sets of variables , and can be vieved as varíance ); Wilks' lambda (U stacistic ) and the F
an extension of multiple regression analysis or oí approximacion co lambda are printed at each step, o£ -
multíple correlation . Multiple regression deals vich che output for testing group differences.
one dependent variable , Y, and p independent A geometrical interpretation of discríminant
variables , x33 . The regression problem is co find a anal ysis can be given by plocting each case as a
linear combination oí che X variables that has poínt in a space where each variable is a dimension
maximum correlatíon with Y . In canonical correlation (has an axis). The points are projected onto a plane
there is more [han one dependent Y variable -- vhere or hyperplane selecced so the groups are farthest
is a set of them . The problem is to find a linear epart , giving a good visual representation oí hoy
combination of the X variables chat has maximum distinct che groups are (for tvo groups, the points
correlatíon vich a linear combination oí che Y ( cases ) are projected onto a line vhere che groups
variables . This correlation is called che canonical are farthest apart ). P7M presenta plots that show
correlation coefficient . Then a second pair oí such a plane . The X axis is che direction where the
linear combinations , vich maximum correlation groups have che maximum spread; che Y axis shows the
becveen chis pair and zero correlations vich che maximum spread of che groups in a direction -
firsc pair oí linear combinations i s found. The orthogonal to che X axis - chis is a plot oí the
number oí pairs oí linear combinations oí che Y and canonical variables.
Y sets is equal to che number oí variables in the The canonical variables are rehaced co canonical
smaller set (X or Y ). The technique can be used to correlation analysis , which finds the linear
test the independence oí two sets of variables , or combinations oí che tvo sets oí variables that are
to predict information abouc a hard- co-measure set most highly correlaced . The first set contains the
oí variables from a set chal is easier to neasure . variables in che classification function; the second
le can also be used to relate a combination oí set can be vieved as dummy variables used to
outcome measures to a combination oí history or indicate group membership . The value oí che first -
baseline measures . The original and canonical canonical variable oí che classification function
variables can be plocced one against che other in set is plocted on che X axis; che value oí che
scatter plots . second on che Y axis. The coefficients for these
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canonical variables appear in the output . The subset regression program , P9R, prices alcernative
coefficients for the second set ( dummy variables ) do functions for each subset vhich may classify the
not appear in the output . The eigenvalues and cases equally as vell.
canonical correlaciona for all canonical variables
and che canonical variable atores associaced vith Preferente Pairs . P9M, Linear Scores from
the firsc and second canonical variables are also Preferente Pairs, i s used co obcain a linear
reported . function of one set of variables that reproduces the

Ac each step , P7M uses a one-vay analysis of ordering of cases as established by recorded
variante F statistic (F-to-enter ) to determine vhich preferentes ( stated by expert j udges ) betveen
variable should join the function next . At step selected pairs of cases.
zero, the standard unlvariate analysis of variance
test is made for each of che variables . Th e variable
for vhich the means differ most is entered firsc Su rv ival Analysis
finco the classification funetion. Alter step zero,
the computed F-to-enter values are conditioned on The techniques described in Chapter 19 are
che variables already present in che function . Th is appropriate when outcome measurements represent che
is like an analysis of covariance , vhere the time to occurrence of some event or response (e.g.,
previously enterad variables can be vieved as su rv ival time , or time co disease recurrente ). What
covariates and the nonentered variables are distinguishes the techníques of chis chapter from
considered as dependent variables. ocher statistical methodology is the ability to

At each step after a variable is entered , •the handle censored (incomplete ) data ; that is, there
classification functions are recompuced íncluding are cases for which the response is not observad but
che nevly entered variable . The number of che data ( time in study ) are included in che
classification functions i s equal to che number of analysis . This eould occur in a study of su rv ival,
groups. If you have six groups , the values of all where an individual may remain alive at the Glose of
six functions are computed for each case and che che obse rv ation period or may drop out before che
values are used to compute the posterior end.
probability ; each case i s assigned to che group in PIL estimates che su rv ival (time - to-response)
vhich the value of the posterior probability is distribucion of individuals obse rv ed oven varying
maxímum . In multiple group díscriminanc analysis , time periods . These estimates can be obtained
one function is sometimes stated in che literacure separately for different groups of patients; che
for separating each pair of groups . To get thls equality of che distributions for [hese groups can
function from P 7M. you subtract che classification be tested by tvo nonparamecric rank tests . Plots of
function coefficients of che che firsc sember from che survival . hazard and relaxed functions can be
those of the second. At each step , F statiscics ( che printed.
F matríx ) that test che equality of means betveen P21. provides Cox model survival analysis when
each pair of groups are given. These F scatistics there are covariates . Covariaces can be selected in
are proportional to Hotelling ' s T2 and che a stepwise manner.
Mahalanobis D2 and give an indication of vhich
group means are elosest together and which are
farthest apart . Alter all variables have been Time Series Analysis
entered , che program lista the Mahalanobis DZ from
each case to che cencer of each graup , and the The primary distínguishing feature of time series
posterior probability of che case assigned to each analysis , as opposed to ocher cypes of scaciscical
group. Th ese tvo bits of information present a good analysis , is the assumption chat cases of data
piccure of how well ( or hov poorly ) each case has represenc measurements or observations made at
been classified . equispaced points along some linear dimension.

Th e discriminant analysis procedure i s successful Usually the underlying linear dimension is time, as
if few cases are classified fi nto che vrong groups. in che record of a subject ' s blood pressure taken
If a large percentage of che cases are classified every second over a period of time . Hovever time is
correctly (if che posterior probability assigns them occasionally replaced by some other dimension. For
to their original group ) you knov thac group example , che thickness of thread from a certain
differences do exist and that you have selected a nanufacturing process might be measured each
set of variables that exhibit the differences . Th e millimeter along che length of the thread. This
P7M output presenta chis classification information would constitute a 'time ' series in which length
In a Cable of counts indicacing hoy many cases from replaces time as che underlying linear dimension.
each original group are assigned to each of che Nevertheless , ve follow convencional terminology and
possible groups. A pseudo - jackknife classification use che vord ' time'.
table i s also p r i n t e d : for each case a A basic goal of time series analysis is to
classification funecíon i s computed with che case characterize che way in which che daca vary over
omitted from che computations . Th e 'function ís then time . Th e a priori assumption , common in most other
used to classify che omitted case . This resulta i n a cypes of statistical analysis, chat cases are
classification vith less bias. ( A classification stacistically independent , ls here relaxed. We allow
function can produce opcimistic results vhen it i s that cases may be correlated , assuming that the
used to classify ehe same cases that vere used to correlacion betveen cases depends on the time
compute it.) inter al separacing them . In addition , ve allov for

PLR, Stepvise Logistic Regression , provides en che presente of a trend in the daca. Thus che trend
alternative to che multivariate normal model of P7M . of increasing commodity prices ovar che Iast decade
Uhen there are only tvo groups, che a11. possible mighc be represented by a straíght fine , or by en

13



2 Data Analysis

exponencial curva . So the estímated trend and identify che groups of frequencies contributing most
autocorrelation function are one possible of che overall varíability of che data . 1n the time
characterization of a time series . Other domain approach , ve seek a model Erom a family of
characterizations and more elaborate models are also parametric time domain models that is simple and yet
possible. captures the variability of che data . BMDP2T uses

The BMDP package includes tvo programs for time the iterative model building procedure of Box and
series analysis : BMDP1T employs che frequency domain Jenkins , consistíng of tentative model
approach , chile BMDP2T uses the time domain i dentification , parametric estimation, and
approach . Ve may describe the frequency domain diagnostic checking or residual analysis. Once a --
approach as representing che data by a superposition satisfactory model has been reached , che usar may

of sinusoidal vaves at different frequencies . A request BWP2T to forecast futura values of che time

central function of BMDPIT is tb enable the user , by series . Both programa have further capabilities

means of printer plots and accompanying printouc, co which are descríbed i n Chapter 20.

14
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PREFACE

Statistical Packagefor ¡he Social Sciences (SPSS), the system of computer programs described

in Chis volume, represents nearly a decade of systems design and programming and documenta-

tion on the parí of che authors and others. When che first edition of chis manual was published in

1970, SPSS was being used at approximately 60 installations. It is now being used at nearly 600
installations, including conversions to almost 20 different operating systems and computers.
The current version of SPSS has almost double the amount of statistical procedures and

data-manaeement facilities as were documented in the first edition. Needless co say, we are

thankful for the opportunity to continue developing SPSS and to serve an ever-increasing
audience.

SPSS has been a success, much more so than the authors ever expected. We feel that che

major reason for chis success is that SPSS was developed through che close cooperation of three

types of specialists: practicing social science researchers, computer scientists, and statisticians.

At each stage in che development of SPSS we have attempted to satisfy [hese criteria:

1 That che statistical procederes be mathematically and statistically correct

2 That the program design and code be computationally efficient
3 That the logic and syntax of the system parallel the way in which social scientists approach

data analysis
4 That the system provide statistical procedures and data-management facilities tailored to che

particular needs of empirical social researchers

Without che contribution of experts in each field SPSS could not have effectively satisfied these

goals.
Vying for importance in the success of SPSS has been our continuing concern for

documentation. While many of our users are very sophisticated social scientists, chey are not

necessarily sophisticated statisticians and computer specialists, nor should they be expected to

have the time or training necessary to master [hese fields. We feel that SPSS documentation

must be comprehensive enoueh co enable students and researchers alike to use SPSS accurately

xxi
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and efficiently. We hope that even someone who has no experience with computers will be able
- to run SPSS jobs successfully by using this manual. Furthermore, since the SPSS system is used

in many social science methods courses, we feel it is important that the manual not only explain
how to invoke the statistical procedures but also provide brief discussions of che various
statistical techniques available. Of course, in attempting to satisfy these various needs che
manual has grown to be a very large book indeed. However, we hope that che organization of
che manual as well as the inclusion of an índex will enable users to find what they need
conveniently.

Finally, the availability within SPSS of a wide variety of data-management facilities and
statistical procedures simplifies the process of data analysis. It avoids many difficult, time-
consuming, and generally unrewarding tasks involved in using a variety of single-purpose
computer programs, each with its own idiosyncratic control•card syntaxes and input data
formats. The researcher thus spends less time as a data-preparation clerk and more time as a
social scientist analyzing substantive results.

The development of SPSS began in 1965 at Stanford University as a result of che frustration
felt by severa! of the authors in trying to serve che research and teaching needs of che political
science department and the Instirute for Political Studies by a library of single-purpose data
analysis programs. We and che users suffered the annoyance of having to learn how to operare
many different programs and endured che time-consuming task of transferring data and results
between essentially noncompatible programs. Furthermore, the documentation for many of
these programs ranged from cryptic to nonexistent. Thac and the fact that che programs were
written in many different languages made them extremely difficult to maintain. Finally, while
many statistical analysis programs were available, we were forced to write our own programs to
perform even che simplest recoding, data transformation, Pile editing, and other routine house-
keeping chores chal are essential in social science data analysis. As a result of our experiences
we began to design an integrated system that would automate che routine tasks of data
processing and around which a series of statistical programs could be built. The basic data-
modification, file-handling, and data-description facilities were programmed, and as time
permitted statistical analysis procedures were added.

The system developed into SPSS as it was described in che fcrst edition of che manual.
Since that time we have followed our plan of incremental development. New facilities have
gradually been added and many flaws in the original design have been corrected. SPSS users
have submitted suggestions and even complete procedures which have been incorporated into
the system. The update manuals that we published each year fnally became so urwieldy that we
were compelled to provide chis second edition of che manual so that SPSS would once again be
fully described in a single volume.

The current version of SPSS still has a number of deficiencies, but we feel that it meets a
great many of che needs of social science data analysis. SPSS has always been considered an
open-ended system, and we have again included a programmer's cuide to SPSS (Appendix 1) in
the hopes chal users who wish to add statistical procedures to che system will do so. Because of
the design of SPSS, all future programs incorporated into the system can cake complete
advantage of the capabilities for file maintenance and data handling which exist in che package;
chis should be an incentive to those contemplating the addition of other statistical programs.

For some time now we have felt that one of che most serious drawbacks of che current
SPSS system lies not in the lack of a wider variety of statistical techniques but in thai it operares
only as a batch program. We and others have had a great deal of success running SPSS through a
text-editing and remoce batch-entry system, enabling che user to prepare and enter all jobs from
a remoce terminal and to retrieve and print small jobs directly on che terminal. However, though
chis adds conveniente, it in no way substituces for a crue conversational statistical analysis
package. Consequently, the SPSS project staff is now developing a conversational version of
SPSS.

The difference between performing analysis in a batch system and a conversational system
can be compared to the difference between interaccing with another person by leaer and by
phone. With a conversational system che researcher is brought finto close contad with che data
being analyzed; results from a statistical procedure are retumed on che researcher's terminal in a
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few seconds and may be used immediately to guide che next step of the analysis. This facilitates
the iterative process of investigative research in which ideas are tested on che data, che results
suggest new ideas and modifications of oíd ideas, che new ideas are then tested, and so forth. A
train of thought which could cake days (and many trips to a perhaps distant computer cerner) to
explore in a batch system can be explored in a single interactive session. Thus che researcher's
concentration and interest are focussed on the relationships being investigated. At che same time
that a conversational system facilitares pursuing a single fine of thought, the limited printing
speed on remote terminals discourages the Brand fishing expeditions and che production of
excessive amounts of output that plague research in a batch environment. Finally, a good
conversational system is somewhat self-teaching; it can guide the user in formulating che correct
requests, and che almost instant feedback that facilitares che use in performing statistical analysis
is also invaluable in identifying syntax errors and enabling che user to correct them immediately.
In short, we feel that a conversational statistical analysis program could help revolutionize
empirical social research.

Conversational SPSS, in addition to including conversational statistical analysis proce-
dures, will feature interactive data- and file-definition capabilities, expanded data-
transformation facilities, and ultimately che capacity to process hierarchical and other complex
lile structures. Although we are very enthusiastic about the prospecta for conversational data
analysis, we do not expect it to completely supplant batch processing. While a conversational
system is ideal for investigative research, hypothesis testing, and rapid retrieval of a small
number of specific statistics, it cannot be used efficiently for lengthy routine jobs andlor
processing files that contain a very large number of data cases. Thus we expect that researchers
will wish to use both the batch and conversational versions of SPSS. This will be reflected in che
design of conversational SPSS as well as che evolution of batch SPSS-we are attempting to
make the two systems useful as a team. Conversational SPSS will be capable of reading and
producing batch-SPSS-formar system files, and the control statement syntax for conversational
SPSS will be as compatible as possible with batch-SPSS conventions.

We are al¡ very excited about che future of SPSS, and we thank you, the users, for the
opportunity to contirue its development. Your support, enthusiasm, and constructive criticism
have been both impetus and reward to us. We dedicate Chis book to you in che hoye that it will
make data analysis an easier task, and that in some small way, through your research, we are
contributing to the development of che social sciences.
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in selecting appropriate statistical procedures. An introduction to che general features and
operation of the SPSS system is presented along with several examples in Sec. 1.3. The
attention of the reader is drawn especially to Sec. 1.4 where suggestions for che use of chis text
are given for persons with ;reaten or lesser experience in che use of computers for data analysis.

1.1 COMPUTERE AND THE PROCESS OF INDUCTIVE SOCIAL
RESEARCH

Whether che intent of the researcher is to construct broad-gauee or middle-range social
theory or simply to describe social reality, or as in most actual research endeavors, to do a little
bit of each, the intellectual process of inductive social research ideally takes the following form:

1 The researcher beáins with a set of ideas concerning the operation of certain aspects of social
reality. This involves the isolation of variables at che conceptual level and che forrnation of
some general notions concerning their interrelationships and causal effects upon each other.

2 An empirical data base is generated (or located from existing data files), containing indicators
of the conceptual variables in which the researcher is interested.

3 The researcher then formulares more concrete hypotheses concerning what pattern of interre-
lationships should be found in the empirical indicators if the original ideas abour the operation
of social reality were correct.

4 The data are then analyzed using one or more of a variety of statístical techniques in order to
determine whether che expected pattern of relationships can actually be discerned in che data.

Most often it is then discovered that at best che actual patterns in the data only partially
reflect the original conceptions. There then begins an iterative process in which original concep-
tions are altered in lighc of che empirical findings and further analysis is performed to test these
ideas. The data suggest new ideas, which in turn, suggest new analyses. This iterative process is
continued in the hope that the researcher will be able to reach an understanding of interre!ation-
ships and cause and effect as they are refflected in the patterns of the data.

The computer has become an indispensable tool in this process of inductive social re-
search. First, efficiently desiened computer programs facilitate che movement back and forth
between the researcher's ideas and the findings from che data, making this process both quick
and painless. Second, such programs operating on high-speed computers have yielded an
explosion of statistical capability. This has meant not only che efficient production of traditional
toois such as crosstabulation Cables, but the availability of complex multivariate statistical
techniques such as regression analysis. Third. these programs have made it possible ro test
social theory with data files containine larse numbers of cases and variables, which heretofore
were virtually impossible to handle. v V

The research process is particularly facilitated when the researcher is able to use a unified
system of programs which performs most of the different statistical techniques necessary, and
which shares a common set of conventions regardine the way in which the user interaccs with
the programs. If well designed, the system permits the user to execute a sequence of tasks with a
mínimum of manual intervention, data handling, etc. The SPSS system is such a set of related
programs for che manipulation and statistical analysis of many types of data, with a particular
emphasis on the needs of the social sciences. Subsequently, we will refer to the programs of the
system as subprograms, or procedures. Once the user has entered che raw data finto the
system, che computer can be instructed to carry out a variety of related tasks in any sequence che
circumstances dictate. It is not necessary for *. he user ro reer,ter the data at any time, since che
system will store and retrieve the appropriate data when required.

While an attempr has been made to inc!ude in che SPSS system a number of che most
commonly used procedures in social science data analysis, it is possible co retrieve data from che }
system so that it can be used with some other program. Also, SPSS itself can be extended by
experienced computer programmers to inciude procedures which have not alreadc been pro-
vided.
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SPSS provides a set of common conventions for use of its various subprograms. This set
of conventions constitutes a simplified language, corresponding closely co the natural language
a social scientist might use to describe the operations to be performed on the data.

1.1.1 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ON COMPUTERS: USE ANO ABUSE

As we have suegested, statistical systems like SPSS can be important tools in the research
process because they provide simple and rapid access to the researcher's data and make availa-
ble a wide variety of statistical techniques. However, precisely because of their power they may
be easily abused as shown in the following two ways:

1 Ease of access often ,neans overaccess. Modem computing packages have made it so easy to
produce large amounts of information on a single pass of a data file that even the experienced
researcher is tempted to go on "grand fishing expeditions,'' substituting the crudest forro of
empiricism for the careful interaction of concepts, hypotheses, and data analysis. With SPSS,
for example, the following crosstabulation statement will produce one crosstabulation table:

CROSSrABS TABLES • A BY Z

At the same time literally hundreds of tables may be introduced by the following card:

CAOSSTA85 TAB LES - A TO ¿ BY A TO Z

Here a separate table will be generated for every combination of variables between A and Z;
chis might mean hundreds of rabies which, while taking the computer only a few seconds to
produce, would require a lifetime to examine with any degree of tare or thought. Essentially,
there are two inherent problems here that significandy impede che development of any
meaningful type of social research. First, there is the problem of overproduction of informa-
tion. How does one look at 500 crosstabulation tables? Where does one begin to cut into such
a mountain of information or begin to digest the significante of even a small portion of it?
Second, if one generares enough information, one is bound by che laws of probability to have
some statistically significant findings. For example, a 100 x 100 correlation matrix generated
from a Pile of totally random numbers produces almost 5,000 unique correlation coefficients.
Within this correlation matrix there will likely be 5 large correlation coefficients significant at
the .001 leve!, 50 at the .01 leve!, and 250 at che .05 leve!. The best rule-of-thumb here is to
request only those tables, coefficients, etc., for which you have some theoretical expectations
based upon the hypotheses in your research desien.

2 Uninformed use of che available statistical techniques. The wide dissemination of statistical
packages such as SPSS, containing large numbers of complex statistical procedures, have,
almost overnight, made these techniques available to che social science community. There is
little doubt that social scientists are using them, and diere is equally little doubt that in many
instantes statistical techniques are being utilized by both students and researchers who under-
stand neither che assumptions of the methods nor their statistical or mathernatical bases. There
can also be little doubt that this situation leads to some "garbage-in, garbage-out" research.
The statistical procedures in SPSS have little ability to distinguish between proper and É..
improper applications of the statistical techniques. They are basically blind computational
algorithms that apply their formulas to whatever data the user enters. For example, if so
directed, subprogram FACTOR will perform a factor analysis on nominal data as long as tt is
numerically coded. However, as is emphasized in che next section, entering nominal vari-
ables into such statistical procedures as factor analysis will almost always produce meaning-
less results, though this may nor be immediately apparent from looking at che printed output.

The general rule is that a user should never attempt to use a sratistical procedure unless he
understands both the appropriate procedure for che type of data and also che meaning of the
statistics produced. We do nor mean to say that a researcher should nor use factor analysis if he
personally cannot invert a matrix or extract an eigenvalue. On che other hand, we are equally
convinced thac the basic ideas of principal componente and factors as bes( linear combinations of
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variables and the general oeometric mechanisms behind factor rotation are an absolute requisite
- for (he successful�use of factor analysis in research.

Associated with each statistical procedure described in this manual is a basic introduction
to the statistical fundamentals underlving the technique. In general, the more complex the
technique the longer the introduction. Researchers wishine co use a technique with which ,hev are
not totally familiar should read carefully these introductions, and they should also refer to the basic
statistical texts cited in these chapters.

1.2 USING THE STATISTICAL CAPABILITIES OF SPSS

The statistical techniques used in the social sciences differ no( only in the nature of the
research questions that they are designed to answer, but also in the nature of the data to which
they may be applied. The leve) of measurement of each of the variables in die user's data set is
the most basic information that a researcher must have before selecting the statistical techniques
that will be applied to the data.

1.2.1 A NOTE ON LEVELS OF MEASUREMENT

WVhen data are being collected, the process of assigning a value or score to che observed
phenomenon constitutes the process of measurement. The rules defining the assignment of an

appropriate value determine the leve! of measurement. The different levels are distinguished

on the basis of che orderins and distance properties inherent in the measurement rules. Knowl-

edse of these rules and their implications is important to che user of stadstics because each

statistical technique is appropriate for data measured only at certain levels. The computer does

mor know what leve¡ of measurement underlies che numbers it receives, and will process
whatever numbers are fed finto it. Thus, it is up to the usen to determine whether a particular

technique is suitable for his or her data.
The traditional classification of levels of measurement was developed by S. S. Stevens

(1946). He identified four levels: nominal, ordinal, intervai, and ratio. This remains the basic
typology that every user of statistics should know. Other variations exist, however, and severa¡
issues concerning the statistical effect of ignoring levels of measurement are still being debated
by social scientists. Attention will be paid to these matters at the end of this section.

1.2.1.1 Nominal - Leves Measurement

The nominal level of measurement is the "lowest" in Stevens' typology, because it

makes no assumption whatever about the values being assigned to the data. Each value is a

distinct catesory, and the value itself serves merely as a label or name (hence. "nominal" level)
for the category. t No assumption of ordering or distances between categories is made. For
instance, the city where a person was bom is a nominal variable. There is no inherent orderins

amons sities implied by such a variable. Althoush we could order cides according to their size.

density, or degree of air pollution, those are quite different concepts from "place of birth."

When we attach numeric values to nominal categories, we are using numbers merely as symbols

that are easily read by the computer. The properties of the real number system. for example, being

able to add and multiply numbers, etc., cannot be transferred to these numerically coded

categories. Therefore, statistics that assume ordering or meaningful numerical distances hetween

the catezories should not be used.

1.2.1.2 Ordinal- Level Measurement

When it is possible to rank-order all of the catesories according lo some criterion, tren che

ordinal level of measurement has been achieved. For instance, (be classification of social classes

'Keep in mind that any Yatid measurement cheme r_qui:es that the assienment rules are inciuslve ¡¡id ;nutually

exclusive . That is. each possible case can be assiened to ore an<t ovh ore di,tinct vaiue.
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as workina, middle, and upper is ordered according to status. Each cateaory has a unique
position relative to the other categories, that ¡s, it is lower in value than some catecories and

hiaher than others unless, of course, it happens to be the lowest or hiehest categorv. Further-

more, knowing that middle class is hiaher than working class and that upper class is hiaher than
middle class automatically tells us that the upper class ís higher in the ordering than the workini

class. However, we do not know how much lower the middle class ¡s, relative to the upper
class. All we know is that it is lower; we do not know the distante. The characteristic of
ordering is the sole rathematical property of this level, and the use of numeric values as
symbols for category narres does not imply that any other properties of the real number system
can be used to summarize relationships of an ordinal-leve! variable.

1.2.1.3 Interval-Level Measurement

In addition to ordering, the interval leve! of measurement has the property that the
distantes between the categories are defined in tercos of fixed and equal units. A thermometer,
for instante, records temperatures in ternas of degrees, and a single degree implies the same
amount of heat whether the temperatura is at the lower or the upper end of the scale. Thus, the
difference between 30 and 31°F ¡s (he same as the dífference between 80 and 81'F. The
important thing to note is that an interval scale does not have un inherently determined zero
point. In the Fahrenheit and Centigrade systems, zero desrees is determined by an agreed-upon
definition. Neither implies the absence of heat. Consequently, interval-level measurement al-
lows us to study differences between things but not their proportionate magnitudes. That ¡s. it
would be incorrect to say that at 80'F twice as much heat is present as at 40'F.

In social research, it is very difficult to find true interval-Icvel measures. Usually, if
distances between cateeories can be measured by some fixed unit, a natural zero point can also
be established. Yet, a great many statistics assume no more than an ordinal leve¡ of measure-
ment. What must be kept in mind is that statistics developed for one leve! of measurement can
always be used with hiaher-(arel variables, but nor wjrh variables measared al a losar
leve!. The median, for example, assumes an ordinal leve¡ of measurement, but ir can be used
legitimately with interval- or ratio-level scales; it cannot, however. be applied to variables
measured at the nominal level.

1.2.1.4 Ratio-Level Measurement

The ratio leve! of measurement has ail of the properties of an interval scale with the
additional property that the zero point is inherently defined by the measurement scheme. Thus,
when we measure physical distances, whether we use feet or meters, a zero distante is naturally
defined: It is the absence of any distance between two objects. This property of a fixed and given
zero point means that ratio comparisons can be rnade, as well as distance comparisons. For
example, it is quite meaningful to say that a 6-foot-tali man is twice as tall as a 3-foot-tal! boy.

Since ratio-level measurements satisfy all the properties of the real number system, (he [
numbers employed to describe the cases are more convenient symbols. Any mathematical
manipulations appropriate for real numbers can also be applied to ratio-level measures. Al-
though this leve¡ of measurement is common in social research, very few statistics require al! of
its properties; however, it is important to remember that all statistics requiring variables rneas-
ured at the interval leve¡ are also appropriate for use with variables measured at the ratio leve!.

1.2.1.5 The Special Case of Dichotomies

A dichotoniv is a variable with only two possible categories or values. sucli as sex (mala
or female). While some dichotornies are based on a natural ordering (passing a course versus
failing it), many have no inherent basis on which either categorv could be judged superior,
preferable, larger, etc. Yet, anv dichotomv can be treated as thou_h it viere an interval-level
measure and in some cases even a ratio-level variable.

Althouah a rank order may not be inherent in the cate?ory definitions, either arrangcment
of the categories satisfies he mathematical requirements of ordering. (tt does not matter which
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end oí a ranking is considered "high" and which is ''low.") The requirement oí a distante
measure based on equal-sized intervals is also satisfied because there is only one interval
naturally equal to itself. Consequently, a dichotomy can be treated as either a nominal, ordinal,
or interval-level measure, depending upon the research situation.

1.2.1.6 Other Typologies for Leves of Measurement

A simpler scheme than Stevens' is to divide variables finto quanritative and qualitative
types. Quantitative variables are [hose for which a fixed unir oí measurement is defined
-essentially, variables at the interval and ratio levels. These are the variables for which the
most powerful and sophisticated techniques have been developed. Qualitative variables, then,
are ala others-namely, those at the nominal or ordinal level.

Coombs (1953) has expanded upon Stevens' four-level typology by adding two more
levels. The partially ordered level falis between nominal and ordinal. lt appiies to situations
where an orderino can be defined between some oí the categories but not over ala oí them. Oí
greater interest to social scientists is the ordered metric level. Falling between the ordinal
and interval levels, an ordered metric consists of ordered categories where the relative
ordering of the intercategory distances is known even thou¢h their absolute magnitude cannot be
measured. For example, consider the rating oí a person's ability (o read a foreign language as
(A) no ability, (B) able to read with the assistance oí a dictionary, and (C) able to read without
assistance. Although there is no way to ascertain Ihe distantes between A, B, and C, it could be
argued that B is closer to C than to A, because a type B person can translate and understand
written material in that laneuage. Thus, we could rank the distantes between the categories as
BC beine the smallest, followed bv AB, with AC as the largest.

Abelson and Tukey (1959) argue that the proper assignment of numeric values to the
cateeories oí an ordered metric scale will allow it to be treated as thouóh it viere measured at the
interval leveL Labovitz (1970) goes further by arguin_ that, except for extreme situations,
interval statistics can be applied tocr)' ordinal-level variable. He argues, "Although some small
error may accompany the treatment oí ordinal variables as interval, this is offset by (he use of
more powerful, more sensitive, better developed, and more clearly interpretable statistics with
known sampling error. - Statistical purista disagree with some or ala oí these suggestions , but
more and more data analysts are following them, especially when the research is exploratory or
heuristic in nature. Whatever position the user adopts, it remains his responsibility to select an
appropriate statistic and to interpret the resulta in light of che nature oí the data.'

There is no unique method for classifving the different types oí statistical procedures
included in SPSS. One distinction, based on levels oí measurement, is between parametric (or
quantitative) and nonparametric (or qualitative) statistics. Nonparametric statistical procedures
require few assumptions about the distribution or leve¡ of measurement oí the variables and may
be applied to nominal and ordinal data. The parametric procedures, on the other hand, theoreti-
cally require more stringent assumptions concerning the distribution of the data (usually an
assumption oí normality), and they are desivned primarilv for data at an interval or ratio level of
measurement. While (he statistical procedures in SPSS can be catalogued according to (his
rubric (for example, Spearman versus Pearson correlation, n-dimensional crosstabulation versus
partial correlation and multiple regression, Guttman scaling versus factor analysis. etc.), [hese
assumptions are so often violated (often with justifiable reasons) during the process of data
analysis that their utility is Cuestionable.

1.2.2 STATISTICAL PROCEDURES IN SPSS

SPSS contains many oí the most common statistical procedures eraplo%.ed by social

scientists, but it is by no means exhaustive oí the mane useful procedures that llave been

`For in extended arrurnent aauinst strict and btind adherence to retes lin.king specific statistics to paricuiar le<els of

measuze nent, see Labovitz (1972-1. He also argues that the le el of measurement for a concept can often he impro,ed by

reconceptualizins (he way in wñich it is operationalized (measured)
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invented for social research or that have come from other fields to Che social sciences. The
choice of statistical procedures in SPSS has been determined by our examination of Che amount
of use they receive in day-to-day statistical analysis and, of course, by the e.xigencies of time
and resources.

In presenting the statistical procedures contained in SPSS, we will start with those Chal the }
researcher often begins with and then proceed through the various types of procedures according
to increasing leve) of complexity and sophistication. No single research endeavor would nor-
mally employ all or even a larse number of these procedures, but it will often be the case that at
least one procedure from each of the groups will be employed at some point during the analysis.

`

1.2.2.1 One-Way Frequency Distributions , Measures of Central Tendency and
Dispersion

In most types of social science research, the first task of data analysis is to examine (he
distributional characteristics of each of the independent and dependent variables under investí-
aation . SPSS contains tuvo statistical procedures for Chis purpose. (1) CONDESCRIPTI VE calcu-
lates numerous common measures of central tendency and dispersion for interval-scale variables
that assume a lame number of values. (2) FREQUENCIES calculates similar types of descrip-
tive statistics and generales tabular reports of absolute and elative simple-frequency distrihu-
tions for use with variables that assume only a limited number of values. An exaniple of Che type
of variable for which CONDESCRIPTI VE is appropriate would be income measured in dollars,
which can assume a continuum of values. FREQUENCIES would be applicable to a measure of
income when Che information has been grouped , such as, $O-S3,000, S3.001-55,000,
55,001-510,000, 510,001+. The latter procedure can also produce descriptive frequency dis-
tributions for nominal variables, such as religious affiliation, race , or political party affiliation.

Both CONDESCRIPTIVE and FREQUENCIES can produce statistics such as Che mean,
mode, minimum, maximum, standard deviation, variance, skewness, kurtosis, and range, at che
user's discretion. FREQUENCIES can also be used to produce histogram plots, and allows the
user to select from a variety of tabular formats for distribution Cables. CONDESCRIPTIVE will
optionally punch or write che standardized values of variables,Z scores, for al¡ cases in Che Ci te.
These standardized variables can be reentered and merged with the variables in the SPSS file on
a subsequent run.

1.2.2.2 Table Displays of Relationships Between Two or More Variables

Alter the researcher understands Che characteristics of each of Che variables, he normally �..
begins to investigate sets of relationships. One or more procedures for e.xamining relationships
will be selec ed depending upon che- characteristics of Che variables and the purposes of Che
researcher. The researcher may choose correlation analysis or sorne form of table display such
as those discussed in chis section, particularly if Che variables are nominal or ordinal and are
classified loto a limited number of categories.

SPSS procedure CROSSTABS permits the user to produce two-way to rr-way crosstabula-
tíons of variables and to, compute a variety of nonparametric statistics based on these tables.
CROSSTABS produces a sequence of ovo-way Cables displaying the joint frequency distribution
of two variables. The frequency counts can be expressed as a percentage of Che row total,
column total , Cable total, or any combination thereof. The statistics available to measure Che
degree of association of the two variables based on Che distribution of frequency counts in Che
table include chi-square, Cramer's V, Kendall's tau B and C, gamma statistics, and Somer's D.
For n-way crosstabulations, a sequence of such tuvo-way Cables is produced, ene for each
two-dimensional subsection of the n-dimensional table.

Another technique for examining Che relationship between two or more variables in a cable
format is provided by the BREAKDOWN procedure. This procedure, which requires that Che
dependent variable be at least ordinal in scale, compiles Che means, standard deviations, and
variances of a criterion or dependent variable for each desired subgroup in a sample or popula-
tion. In many respects chis operation is analogous to crosstabulations of Che rape produced bv
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CROSSTABS, only in this case, each mean and standard deviation suinmarizes the distr:bution
of a complete row or column of a crosstabulation Cable. Also in Chis case. the means, etc., of
each group within groups are available on a single table. The user may enser up to six variables
into a single BREAKDOWN table. BREAKDOWN optionaily computes a one-way ANOVA
table including a test for linearity.

1.2.2.3 Bivariate Correlation Analysis and Scatterplots

COrrelariOlt analysis provides Che researcher with a technique for measuring Che linear
relationship between two variables and produces a single summary statistic describine the
strength of Che association; this statistic is known as the c•orrelution cocjjic•ient. SPSS has two
programs for computing correlations. PEARSON CORR produces zero-order or pruduct-
moment correlation coefficients (Pearson's R) that are best suited for normally distributed data
with an interval scale. NONPAR CORR. suitable for ordinal data ,vith a larger number oí
categories than would be appropriate for crosstabulation Cables. cnables Che user to compute
either Spearman or Kendall rank-order correlation coefficients. or both. Both PEARSON
CORR and NONPAR CORR can produce correlations for selected pairs or lists oí` variables as
well as complete matrices of coefficients. The output from both subprograms provides the
correlation coefficient, the number of observations upon which Che correlation was based• and
Che leve) of statistical significante of the coefficient. In addition, each procedure provides for
the output of correlation matrices that may be used when applying multivariate statisúcal
techniques.

Though bivariate correlation analysis provides a single summary statistic •iescribing Che
relationship between two variables, there are numerous instantes when the researcher may wish
lo examine such a relationship in grcater detall. Subprograrn SCATTERGR1 provides this
capability by producing a scatterplot diagram of the relationship between tuco variables. The
total correlational pattern may thus be visually inspected. In addition to the plot itself. Che
Pearson correlation, and che standard error of estimase, the regression intercept and siope are
also available at the user's request.

1.2.2.4 Partial Correlation

Partial correlarion provides a single measure of association (Che partial-correlation
coefficient) describine the linear relationship between tuvo variables .chile adjusting or control-
ling for Che effects of one or more additional variables. In Chis respect, partial correlation is
analogous to n-dimensional crosstabulation for continuous variables. Fi-si- to nth-order
part ial-correlation coefficients can be obtained for anv set of variables with the PARTIAL
CORR procedure. This program can operate on raw data or from matrices of simple corelatíon
coefficients, such as may be produced by a previous run of PEARSON CORR or NONPAR
CORR.

Up to five orders of partials can he sinwltaneously computed for any set of variables, and
the user has total control over the orders and Che partials to be computed. Output from chis
procedure includes the partial-correlation coefficients, and Che level of statistical significante
and degrees of freedom for each partial. The zero-order corelations, means. and standard
deviations of the variables may also be obtained. The user may alzo opdonally request the
output of zero-order correlation matrices for further computation.

1.2.2.5 Multiple Correlation and Regression

.Llultiple regression is an estension of Che bivariate correlation coefficient te multisariare [[

analysis. \tultiple regression allows Che researcher ro studv the linear relationship between a set

of independent variables and a dependent variable while taking roto iccount Che intterrelation-
ships among the independen! variables. The basic _oat of ntultiple regression is to produce a
linear combination of independent variables which wilI correlate as hiuhiv as possible with Che
dependent variable. This linear combination can then he used co ' predtct' ,alues of Che
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dependent variable, and the importante of each of the independent variables in that predicrion
can be assessed.

A variety of multiple-regression calculations can be accomplished with the use of the
REGRESSION procedure. This subprogram, like PARTIAL CORR, can operate either on raw
data or a matrix of correlation coefficients. The user can perform the reoression upon a fixed
number of variables or, using a forward-selection stepwise technique, a!low che variables to be
introduced roto che computation sequentially depending upon their explanatory power. RE-
GRESSION also allows the user to perform a regression procedure midway between these two
extremes; he can allow the program to choose the order of introduction of the variables from a
certain set, then force certain other variables finto the calculation, then proceed stepwise for a
period, and so forth. This flexibility, together with the ability of SPSS to transform variables,
allows the user to handle most polynomial and dummy-variable multiple-regression applications
with relative case. Output from the program includes both the standardized and nonstandardized
regression coefficients, their standard error, and the significance leve) of the coefficients.
Multiple r, r2, and che siantficance of che regressiun equation are also computed at each srage.
The user can also obtainwritten or punched zero-order correlation matrices.

Subprogram REGRESSION also permits the user to write or punch-out a fui] set of
residuals for each individual case in the file for any set of regression equations. The residual can

_ then, in any subsequent run, be entered finto SPSS as a new variable or group of variables in the
analysis.

1.2.2.6 One-Way to n-Way Analysis of Variante and Covariance

Anal vais of variance is a statistical technique that assesses the effects of one or more
categorical independent variables (factors), measured at any level upon a continuous dependen[
variable that is usually assumed to be measured at an interval level. Conceptually, che cases
are divided into cate._ories based on their values for each of the independent variables, and the
differences betweenthe means of these categories on the dependent variable are tested for
statistical significante. The relative effect upon the dependent variables of each of the indepen-
dent variables, their combined effects and interactions, may be assessed.

Analysis of variance is in many ways similar to multiple regression and, in fact. the SPSS
n-way ANOVA procedure is based on the least-squares general-linear hypothesis approach.
Analysis of variance differs from regression insofar as it relaxes the restrictions on levels of
measurement of independent variables and provides a convenient way for examining the interac-
tion effects of specific combinations of independent variables. In analysis of covariance. the set
of independent variables includes both categorical and continuous variables; che continuous
variables (coi aviares) are assumed to be linearly related to the dependen[ variable.

SPSS subprogram ANOVA performs n-way analysis of variance with up ro five factors
and will adjust for up to five covariates. It can handle factorial desions that are unbalanced and
contain some empty cells. In addition, the ANOVA subprogram can present the results of
analyses of variance and covariance in multiple classification analysis (.kICA) forma[. In addi-
tion to the general n-way analysis of variance procedure (ANOVA), SPSS contains the very
detailed one-way analysis of variance subprogram ONEWAY. ONEWAY includes many spe-
cial opcional features including tests for trends across categories of the independent variable,
user -specified a priori contrasta, a posteriori contrasts, and homogeneity of variantes.

1.2.2.7 Discriminant Analysis

With discriminant nnnh,sis a researcher calculares che effects of a collection of interval-
level independent variables on a nominal dependent variable (classification). Linear combina-
tions of independent variables that best distinguish between cases in che categories of che
dependent variable are found.

SPSS subprogram DISCRI'vIINANT calculates and prints discriminan(-function coeffi-
cients and classification-function coefficients. Al! independent variables may be entered finto che
discriminant functions, or, if the user chooses, DISCRIMINANT will operate in a stepwise

Ñ s
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mode, entering variables in the order of their explanatory power- The user may control both the
number of discriminant functions generated and the number of variables entered.

Discriminant scores, the probability of membership in each category of the dependent
variable, and the predicted category may be calculated and printed for each case in the Pile. The
discriminant scores and the predicted category for each case may be punched or written on an
output file and may be reentered into SPSS on a subsequent run for further analysis.

1.2.2.8 Gu ttman Scaling

All the statistical procedures previously discussed, with the exception of those used to
examine the characteristics of individual variables, represent different tnethods for examining,
explaining, and predicting the relationship between one or more independent variables and a
dependent variable. In this section and the two sections following, we discuss procedures
contained in SPSS for locatina underiying continuums or variable sets from a larger groups of
variables.

Gurtman-scale anal vais is a means of analyzino the underlying operating characteristics
of three of more items in order to determine if their interrelationships mees two special proper-
ties that define an acceptable Guttman scale-unidimensionality and cumulativeness.

In the SPSS GUTTMAN SCALE procedure the scales are computed by the Goodenough
technique. Each item to be included in a scale may have up to three cutting points, and on an
individual scale the ítem is computed for all possible combinations of cutting points specified.
The order of items may be automatically determined by the subprogram according to the
proportion of the respondents who '`fail" or "reject" items. Aiternatively, the user may
personally fix the order of items.

In addition to the basic tahle giving the frequencies, errors, and scale types, the user may
request a number of statistics that will aíd him in evaluating the scales. Included in the available
statistics are: (1) the coefficient of reproducibility, (2) the mínimum marginal reproducibility,
(3) the percent improvement, and (4) the coefficient of scalability. All these statistics help the
user to determine the quality of the scale. Interitem correlations and part-whole correlations may
be requested also.

1.2.2.9 Factor Analysis

Factor analysis is a much more óeneralized procedure for locating and defining dimen-
sional space among a relatively large group of variables. Because of the generality of factor
analysis, it is difficult co present a capsule description of its funciions and appiications. The
major use of factor analysis by social scientists is to locate a smaller number of valid dimen-
sions, clusters, or factors contained in a larger set of independent items or variables. And
viewed from the other side, factor analysis can help determine the degree to which a given
variable or several variables are part of a common underlying phenomenon.

The SPSS FACTOR procedure can begin with either raw data, a correlation matriz, or a
factor matriz. The methods of factoring available are principal-component analysis, alpha
factoring, principal-axis factoring, Rao's canonical fac:oring, and image factorin_. The factor-
ing procedure can be controlled by specifying the number of iterations to be performed, if
applicable, the number of factors co be e.xtracted, if applicable, or the mínimum value of an
eigenvalue for which a factor will be extracted. Following the factor-extraction phase, rotations
may be performed- The types of rotations that may be used are varimax, equimax, quartimax.
and the direct oblimin method of oblique rotation-

Factor-seale scores for each observation in the lile can aiso be produced, and these scales
(which can be written or punched on an output medium of (he user's choice) can be added as
new variables to the user's file on subsequent runs.

1.2.2.10 Canonical Correlation

Multiple regression is a technique for examining the relationships among several inde-
pendent variables and a single dependent variable. Factor analysis is a technique of data
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reduction that locates fewer underlying dimensions ( hi_her-order variables ) out of a largor pool
of variables in which no distinction has been ;nade bet veen independent and dependent vari-
ables . Canonical correlation is in some respects a combinarion of rhe two alternare multivariate
techniques. It contains data reduction capabilities similar to factor analysis , but, having required
the user to divide the variables into two sets, also assesses rhe relationship between the two sets
of factors ( called canonical variares).

In chis way , the researcher is able to conveniently simplify and analvze the re!ationship
between a lar _ e number of independent variables and a larse number of dependent variables.
More precisely, canonical correlation analysis Cakes as jis basic input two seis of variables, each
of which can be given theoretical meaning as a set , and extracts linear combinations of (he
vari ables within each set; each linear combination maximally coi-relates with a corresponding
linear combination from che other set. These linear combinatinns ; irc che canonical variates and
come in associated pairs . Thus , che hi_her - order dimensions are ercared no( on che basis of
accounting for the maximal v ariance within one set of variables ( as in factor analysis), but on
che basis of accounting for a maxiinum amount of che relationship between the tw•o seis of
variables.

Input to che SPSS CANCORR procedure can be cither raw mira or a correlation matrix.
The user may specify che number of pairs of canonical variates to be extracted and the signifi-
canee leve ) required for extraction . The procedure automatically outputs che canonical correla-
tions, along with tesis of their statistical significance , and che cocfficients of che canonical
variates . CANCORR will optionally punch or write che values of tito canonical variates for all
cases in che fiie. These variates can be reentered ¡neo SPSS as new variables en a subsequent
run.

We have described che principal statistical procedures available within che SPSS system.
It is important to realize , however . that these procedures can he exceuted in any sequence, or
repetitively in the course of a single run or session with che contputer. Thus the user may clec[ to
perform some crosstabulations . do a multiple regression , and rhen do sume correlations upon
the same file of data in a single run . Also, the procedures described share the general
capabilities of SPSS for file handling, variable manipulation, and so forth . so that they consti-
tute a sequence of steps availahle te) rhe user in any order that malees :cose in (he context of che
problem . In Sec . 1.3 we discuss some of rhe general capabilities of SPSS that are available in
conjunction with any statistical procedure rhe user may specify.


